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Anthony To SucceedPahner As
Board Of Trus tees Chairma n
Colb y College has a new chairman
of the Board of Tr ustees. Robert N.
Anthony, class of '38 , has been chosen
to succeed outgoing Chairman Albert C.
Palmer. . Anthony was elected at a meeting
of the Board of Trustees this past weekend

Anthony has been a membe r of the
Board since 1959. He . has served on a
variety of committees dealing with many
different aspects of Colby lifej* rang ing
from Educational Policy to Bud get and
Finance to Planni ng. Most recentl y,
Anthony was appointed as head of the
Presidential Search Committee , charged . ' , with finding a successor to retirin g Pres ident Rob ert E. L. Strider. In 1963 ,
Anthony was awarded an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters by Colb y.

New Chairman Robert Anthony

Besides his work on behalf of Colby,
Anthony is Ross Graham Walker Professor
of Management Controls at the Har vard
University Graduate School of Business
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Bookstore Initiates
Two Pricin g Policies

Seavern s Bookstore in Roberts
Union has been the subject of controversy concerning its pricing practices.
Student members to the Bookstore Committee Richard Demers , Leslie Bret on ,
and Dawn Bry don voiced complaints at
a meetin g last month. ,
The students' major comp laints
involved textbook pricing policies.
Meanwhile; the facult y has questioned
the adequacy of timely delivery and
sufficient supply .
The bookstore is a functi on of Colby
College which assumes any losses, and
also' claims the profits from the store.
Sue Beth Fair , Bookstore Manager ,
said that she operate s the store on a
profi t basis, but pointed but the ' .'distinction in pr ice setting for textBooks compared to the oth er suppl ies on sale.
¦"' "
: After a cost stud y under taken ; . last yeas ty Richard Clarey, th eii
the Chairper son of th e ' Bookstore Commi ttee ^ ' the textbooks accounts were ,
segregated from the rest of the store 's
accoun ts. The intent of this separation
is to aildw>tiie store to only break even
on tcxfcboc ^sj the profit is, mad e on
the other supp lies. The 20% mark - _
u#on; the-te]«l)p bks pays onl y for the
overhead . costs'/.incurred from salaries ,
/u tilities , imd other ; heeds, y <'• -; :•; . •
The/sale!"'pf textbooks is furtlier
comp leted by individual publisher 's

return policies. No two policies are alike,
but a typical policy requires that only
60% of the left over books be returne d,
often for less money that the Bookstore
ori ginall y paid.
The Bookstore 's pr ofit is. made
on the non-textbook items. The

SiteBeth Fair, Bookstore Mana ger
marlt-up on cookies ;is 18% ; on candy
20%j and , on notebooks and other supplies
25%. But tlie/most- profi table ijiems for
the bookstore are those y_ith the ; : .
Colby logb ' prin ted on them i T shirts , ,
mugs , swea t shir ts, and even down vests
continued on page 6

Administration. He has written scores of
books on management control and account
ing, many of these are regarded as authorities within the field. He has served as a
consultant to industrial companies , public ,
accounting firms , banks , and trade associations.
Anthony has also done consultant
work for government agencies since as
far back as 1948. He has worked in turn
for the Atomic Energy Commission , Bureau of Labor Statistics , ' Air Force , Navy,
and Munitions Board . In 1965 he was
appointed Assistan t Secretary of Defense
at the national governmental level .

Outgoing Chairman Palmer
Outgoing chairman Palmer who has
been head of the Board since 1970,
will continue to serve the college as a
member of the search committee.

East Asian Studies Valuable I

r.-l

by Linda Frechette
Three new faces are amon g the East
Asian studies facult y this year. Assistant
Professor of Government Roger Bowen
teaches East Asian government (J apanese
politics) courses while Chung So, Assistant Pro fessor of Modern Lang uages, instruct s Chines e and J apanese classes.
Art Specialist Germa ine Fuller
has joined the staff as Ziskind lecturer.
The new position was tr eated as a result
of the Ziskin d End owment which rotates
between departm ents every two years.
The East Asian Studies program
incorporates a wide variety of courses
from severa l college departm ents includi ng
M odern Languages , History, Government ,
Philos ophy and Reli gion. Administ ered
by an advisory committee , th e interdisciplinary program contribut es a new dimension to the traditional liberal arts curriculum by exposing the student to rich
cultures beyond the scope of Western
Civilizat ion. •' -, - . .
"One of the values of the East
As'iah studies pro gram is not only in j:erms
of course offerings , but that it gives .
students a focus , hel ping them to draw in
things from outside their community ,"
said Professor Lee Feigon , new head of
East Asian Studies. Feigon explained that
t he program is especially valuabl e in an area
like Waterville , where there is very little
exposure to East Asian affairs.
East Asian Studies majors are requi red t o comp lete a minumum of two years
of t raining in an East Asian language ,
and earn 21 addi tional credit hours obtained
from courses offered in the program.
Study abroad during the junior year
is encouraged. Colby 's membershi p in the
associated Kyoto Program makes possible

a year of study in Kyoto , J apan . Other
opportu nities for study abroad are available in Taiwan , Hong Kong, and Kan sai
~'
University in J apan.
"We prefer that student s have studied
Chinese or J apanese for two years ,"
said Feigon , "but some have par ticipated
in an exchange after only one year because
they felt prepared. " He added that
efforts are being made to arrange an
exchange program in Pek ing.
Feigon explained that th e East
Asian Studies progra m "gives the student an opportunity to lear n about a different peop le—a.uni qu e culture that is
whole in and of itself. " He stress ed that
students are not encouraged to immerse
thems elves full y in the study of East
Asian culture ; rather , "they ar e encouraged
to use thei r knowledge to gain a better perspe ctive on our own society as well. "
Professor Fei gon mentioned that
he would like to see the prog ram expanded to include more core requirement s;
that is, non-language courses "that would
tend to better integrate the program ."
He also expressed the hop e that students
will event ually make use of Colby 's collec
tion of old Chinese manuscri pts and East
Asian ar t , which "gives peopl e the chance
to appreciate the cultur e a little bit
better. "
"All sorts of opportuni ties in the
fields of di plomatic relations , art ,
history and governmen t are opening
up to students in East Asian Studies ," •
' said Feigon. He descri bed the program
at Colby as "a much stronger pr ogram
that is a lot better coordinated. " "
continu ed on page S
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Ind ian Land Settlemen ts

Compiled by Jim Thrall
Sentinal Staff
Carter and the Army Corps of EngiLongley Announces Opposition to
neers
who
will be directing the project have
Dickey Lincoln
said they will not force the dam en Maine
over a governor's opposition.
AUGUSTA - In a letter to President
. Longley was originally scheduled to
Carter"made public last week, Gov. James B.
voice his opinion of the project a year ago.
Longley declared the Dickey - Lincoln h ydro- During his campaign for the governorship he
electric project would be a "waste of federal
had opposed the dam, but then he said he
and state taxpayer dollars."
was unsure after gaining office.
Critics have discounted the statement
In his letter, Longley. said his opposition
of opposition, however, as coming a year too
to the dam was-based on four points: the poplate to have any real effect on the future of the ular referendu m vote against public power in
the power project.
1973; the environmental damage and potential
Funds totalling $1.8 million were appro- social dislocation caused by the project; the lack
priated for the project by Congress only two
of "evidence... that there is any substantial
weeks before Longley 's announcement. It is
economic or environmental benefit, for the
doubtful that even a presidential impoundpeople of Maine once the project is completed;,
ment of the funds would be able to keep them his belief that Dickey-Lincoln is not "the best
from being spent.
form of energy development for the State of
Critics also point to the fact that Long- Maine and the region or the nation."
ley's term as governor expires in two months,
leaving the choice of opposition or support
of the project to his successor.
Maine State Officials Approve

by Marie McCart y

The plan requires that the land to be
returned to the Indians be sold at fair market value, rather than the earlier White
House proposal of five dollars per acre. The
federal government must also assume all
responsibility in obtaining an agreement with
with the Indians. A statement that all'landowners involved in the dispute must be
treated fairly, with no distinction between
large and small landowners has been included also. " . . - ' - ,
The specific land has not been identified as of yet, so no price has actually
been determined. However, the large Maine
paper companies have "tentatively agreed"
to sell 100,000 acres of their land at fair
market value. President Carter has recommended that the government set aside ten
Legislators May Have Goofed oh
million dollars for the purchase of the
Right-to-Kn ow Legislation
land.
The other twenty-seven million dolAUG USTA- A "legislative oversight "
lars would come from the federal governmay have opened local and county law-enforment to end claims against all small land- •
cement
records
to
public
scrutiny
b
y
mistake,
owners and local governments in the claims
Indian Accord
a Maine Munici pal Association official said
area.
'
last Friday.
AUGUSTA - Gov. James B. Longley,
Hathaway, a Democratic incumbent,
^
Charles Jackson, assistant director of
Attorney General Joseph Brennan and memhas been working for months trying to put
bers of a Maine congressional delegation put > legal services of the MMA, said, "The Maine
together an out-of-court settlement. His
their names to a draft memorandum last week legislature probably didn 't realize local law
opponent for the Senatorial position, Reenforcement records were not protected '
approving the proposed settlement of the Inpublican Rep. William S. Cohen, and curdian Land Claims issue which would give the . elsewhere in the Maine statutes" when the most rent Maine Governor James B. Longley
Indians $27 million and 100,000 acres of land. recent amendments to the law were made.
have adamantly sought a court trial at the
Newsmen and private citizens recently
The settlement, d esigned by U.S. sencost of the federal government since it was
ator William D. Hathaway, still needs approval put the new "right-to-know" legislation to a
the federal government that violated the
test by participating in a Maine Press Assocfrom the Indians and from Congress before
law. Maine s Attorney General, Joseph
iation's Strike Day.
going into effect.
Brennan, also advocated a court showdown
The initial reactions of the two Indian
. State police records are not open to
until last April when he . was involved in a
public scritiny at this time, but Jackson said
tribles involved, the Penobscot and Passamaconference with Indian leaders. After the
quoddy tribes, have been viewed as favorhe would predict the MMA would "strongly
meeting, he stated that he had "agreed to
able toward the settlement. The tribes are
oppose" any attempt by the MPA to try to
seek an out of court settlement." He also
expected to vote on the settlement sometime
open them.
stated that the federal government ought
within the next few weeks.
County and local records must now be
to be.required to pay out-of-court settleBoth Rep. William S. Cohen and Senate made public on request, however, or a writment costs.
candidate Hayes Gahagan have expressed resten reason for refusing the request provided.
. If all parties agree to the proposal,
ervations about the settlement, though; Cohen
the plan will be sent to Congress for apfavoring a court setdement of the issue beproval
next year by Carter. Congress will
cause of its precedent-setting nature, and GahWaterville School Board Votes
then
have
to make the final decision as to
agan denouncing the proposed compromise as
'High
to
Close
J
unior
whether
or
not the funds will be allocated
"racist " because it sets up a "fed eral trusteeto
the
Indians.
ship for one particular race."
Unless reversed , a vote by the Waterville
Board of Education taken at a special meetMB
W5
¦ ,i
ing last week, will close the city's n ew junior
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high school until the safety of the school's
Fourth P3 Orion is Downed
roof , which collapsed over two classrooms last
February, can be ensured .'
ADAK, Alaska - A Russian trawler rescued
Another meeting was scheduled for
10 crewmen from a downed U.S. Navy P3 Orion
Monday at the school .building to "air more
anti-submarine plane in the North Pacific Ocean
J] ^ ^^ ^^fe* /X /_M_H_^_^H_^_1.^.^Bli^A ^^ 1^^^ %
qualified documents and professional opinions "
early last Friday after the plane "made a controlled
concerning the safety of the building , and
ditch" Thursday becauseof engine trouble.
it was expected that the board's first vote
The plane was the fourth P3 Orion
might be reconsidered and possibly reversed.
to go down in less than a year. Tbrce others,
The $3million dol lar f acili ty has b een ,
all based at the Brunswick NavalAir Stationiin
the
lives;
subj
ect of continous debate ever since
,
have
cr
a
shed
wi
t
h
a
l
o
ss
o
f
28
A^ne
The bodies of three dead were picked up
the roof collapsed on the first.day classes
¦
SI
THE CONCOURSE, • . .
- .y
with the survivors of the latestcrash and the
were held there.
Soviet ship was reported searching for two other
Carroll E. Taylor Associates, a consulmissing crewmen,
tan t firm based in Auburn , was hired last
ffl
WATERVILLE
No explanation has yet been discovered for '
mon t h by t he ci ty t o conduc t "an invest igat ion
¦H ^HHlfllflGED
' the previous crashes.
of the builiding built b y Eaton W. Tarbell * ' ...' .
and Associat es, Inc. of Bangor. ,
At a meeting of the Junior High Build¦ ¦•
' ' ' • ¦' , " ' • ' ' -' ¦'• - ' • '• ¦'¦ •¦¦. ¦ ¦ ' ¦' • • , '« - i - , ' - ' Z '
• ¦,
•
ing Study Committ ee preceding t he Board
s-Z :
meeting, Bruce C Haskell of the Taylor consult ing firm t est ified that though tlie invest- ,
igation of the building was only 20 to 25 perSPECIAL Breakfast I cen t complet e, he believed
Seafood and international Vegetarian
the building would
'
Sat & Sun# 7a,n ?'- tl " whenever J ;besafe as long as the.roof was kept free
S tf
Z W ^ ^ a h Z &J C
of
™' v k l *
¦snow.' ,".
A search for an alternate site in which
' HOURS * 8am - -9pm
^'I J /j¦
^ f iE zz ^
S/f
j
t
o
house
t he ci ty 's 600 junior hi gh school
10pm
"E VER Y T H I N G IN M U S I C "
'^K^^S^
^
I
v
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y
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J students began the day of the meeting, with
>^^
¦
99 Main St.
~v;
CLOSED MONDAY
872-5622 ¦,;'¦•''••
the South/Grammar School, the Sacred Heart
j
^
f ^^^
j &
^^^^^
y ^^
Hj tss-yas^T!^ z j sy"**r::: V < Bctter Food than you though t you could get in the area. "j School , and¦ the Brook St. School being con¦
¦
' ¦' "[ "'"'
sidered. . '• . - "•'¦ '. " •
Senator William Hathaway announced a 37 million dollar plan to setde the
Maine; Indian land claims dispute last Tuesday night. The Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Indians, who claim that two-thirds
of the state of Maine was illegally taken
from them in 1790 by the violation of a
federal law, would receive 100,000 acres
of land and 27 million dollars in cash under the new plan. President Carter has given
his approval.
All parties have not, as qf last Wednesday, consented to the proposal. The
plan does, however, seem jto respond to the
major disagreements between the Indians
and the Maine government.
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NewFrenc h Prof essor
Sp ecj tiU0$In
Baudelaire
,

Sage Named
Man-Of
The-Year

by, Gary Weitznian

of one who was perhaps the greatest poet
Stepp ing into the small third floor .__. ^
¦
'
•
' \ ¦ France ever produced ," said Dr. Shaw ,
Lovejoy office ^reveals a wall hanging of
who would 'like to teach a course on
a puzzle of the Paris Metro; with a leftBaudelaire 's..work. A note of feminism
hand corner piece of the:Seine aggravatingpervades Dr. Shaw 's thesis and much of
ly absent. A surrealist painting in a glass
her informal class lectur es, reflectin g her
frame hangs over a medium-sized book*
- interest in women's studies.
case containing books rang ing from French
..Annette Shaw has led an extremel y
literature to Freudian psychology. Sitting
interestin g past. She was brou ght up in
promin endy on the top shelf , surrounded
Cairo , Paris ,' and Lond on, where she
by two wooden book-ends rests a lar ge,
finished secondary school before going
blue , newly-bound , hardcovered copy of
on
to stud y in N.Y. "My upbringin g in
Androgynous
Vision.
In
bold
Baudelaire: The
the multi-cultu ral environments has led
letters above the tide is the word SHAW.
naturall y to my intere st in arts and letDr. Annette Shaw, author of the ,
ters and to a deep desire to communicate
404-page : doctoral dissertation , spent two
this passion to others ," said Dr. Shaw.
years writing it at her home in New York.
After receiving her degree from
Now a new French professor at Colby,
Queen s College, she went on to the,
she is the only woman' in the French
'
' Z
Graduate Cente r of the City of ^N.Y. to
Department.
receive her Ph. d. in French liter ature:
For two years Dr. Shaw 's life re- .
While workin g on her Ph.d., Professo r
volved around Charles Baudelaire and
Shaw tau ght Spanish (she is self taught)
archetypal criticism , as based on the
writings of Carl Gustav J ung, "who exin a N.Y. ghetto-area secondary school.
"I much pref er college and universit y '
panded Freud 's theory of the personal
unconscious tip include a collective un- teaching to the lower levels with their
7_...
constant necessity for discipline," she
conscious composed of transper sonal
commented .
universal contents which are not easily
¦ '•
'
Dr. Shaw also remarked on the
assimilated by the ego." ..: . •
relativel
y less stringent requirements of
What is Androgyny? Dr. Shaw
education
in the U.S. as opposed to those
explained it in its simplest form as
of Europe. Given a choice, however , she
"having female and male psycho-social
would opt for the freedom and flexibility
characteristics combined. A new wholene ss
afforded by the more relaxed classroom
of being and a desired psycholog ical state
atmosphere prevalent in American schools
accordingltb many modern day "Hum anists "
"When I first came to America , I was
"Depth psychology is th e logic of
shocked
to see girls going off to school
the imagination and is a suitable tool
in
pants
and lipstick rath er than the
for the amplification of th e depth poetry
white shirt , tie, plaid skirt and blazer

EPC Rejects Part s Of
Bundy Report
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two cours es in the same department would
give the stud ent a feeling of sequence in
his studi es.
The motion was tabled after much
discussion , to be voted on at the next
meeting after being reviewed by th e
committe e members.
Also, the stud ent members of the
committ ee presente d a proposal for the
January Program. Their proposal consists of giving three credi ts for a J an
Plan for. up to two J an Plans. The student
would be allowed to take more than two
J an Plans in order to fullfill distribution , .
major , or prere quisite requirements. They
proposed settin g up an approximate hour
figure " for evaluati ng "potential Plans. '*
This would be a "ball park" figure which
would "brin g some consistency to the
presen t, widel y varyin g J an Plan stan dards.
This propos al was also tabled until the
next meeting.

'

which I had to wear in England," she
remarked.
Dr. ,Shaw is a far cry from an ivory
tower academic. While teaching at Queens,
she was also involved in business and
industry but left it because she felt intellectual pursuits to be more rewar ding
for her. Last year , as she was finishing
her dissertation , she found time to teach
Re-Evaluation Coun selling, an altern ative
to conventional psychotherapy .
When asked how she likes Colby,
she rep lied, "I lcye the students , the
campus , and the exhilarating fall foliage."
She is very fond of her students , who
she termed "self-motivated , bri ght , and
receptive. "
. . "
'
is
rather
"The town of Waterv ille
charming too , with its forty -seven banks and
old New England churches ," she remarked ,
then added that she misses the hustle and
busde of city life.
s
Before publishing her dissertation
as a book , Professor Shaw intends to
spend the summer at the J ung ian Institute in Zuric h.
,
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AnnetteShaw, French P rofessor

»

bv Tom Stall

The Educa tional Policy committee
developed 'a new proposal to replace th e
course distribution requirements that •'
were recommende d in the Bundy report.
Th e Bund y proposal recommends that
stud ents be required to take at least
one course from each of .five course
divisions, plus one addition al course outside
the major.
The new proposal states .that three ,
Courses must be ta ken in , each of the
present three divisions: social sciences,
natural sciences and hum anities. Of.these
three courses , two must be taken in the
same departmen t, and the third may be;
taken in any other departmen t in the
¦
division. . .. . '¦ y \ ./• ¦ " ' .
One of the arguments raised at
the E.P.C' s Oct. 31 meeting against this,
was that there would be an increase in
the sizes of some classes in certain sub- _
jcc t s, such as labora tory sciences. An
argumen t in favor of this was that taking

Robert Sage of Newton , Mass., trustee of Colb y, received the college's "C" Club
Man-of-the-Year Award for 1978 at the
Homecoming Weekend ban quet on Oct. 27.
Presented by graduate lettermen , the
honor recognizes support of the college's
sports program.
In addition to his encouragement of
athletics , Sage was chairman of a campai gn
that successfully raised more than $4.5 million for improved science facilities.
A 1949 graduate , Sage is president and
owner of The Fenway Moto r Hotels.
Founde r and vice-cha irman of the
Greater Boston Convention Bureau , he is past
president of the New England Innkeepers
Association , the Massachusetts Hote l Motel
Association , and the Greater Boston Hotel
Motel Associati on.
Sage is vice-president of the Hebrew
Rehabilitation Center in Roslindale , Mass.,
and former president of the Parker Hill Medical Center in Boston. /
Sage
trustee of Colby since
¦
¦ been
¦ ¦has
1974. • " - • "*
Serving as chairman of the Alumni
Council and of the Alumni Fund Committee ,
and as co-chairman of the Presid ent 's Club
are among other contributions to hisydma :
mater.
Sage received a Colby Brick in ;1974: .
His directing the task force for they. '
sciences helped ra ise funds for the construc tion of the Seeley G. Mudd Science Building
and for renovations to the David Kenneth
Arey Life Sciences Building , and the Keyes
Chemistry Building, which together form a
three-unit science comp lex.
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Check out our Underground Shop f or " "
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SturJ ;
Committee

WMBB. i^ ume4:MMMM:
^tStuMMe etmg

with Mr. Palmer, who had assured him that y
there was no cutback in security forces at 'v
At its Oct. 16 meeting the Stii-A Exe- ' . v. ;. ' " .'. ¦ : 7-.v ' '..;. - ' .:. ' ..'.;%/' .:'.. .
c°ib y- '
-byThomas Stall
cutive
Board created a cOrhmittee^to re-: \ ~
.
Peter Forman, Chairman of the-Comthat, as has traditionall y been done ini
mittee to Review "the: Student judi ciary/ spoke view and evaluate the student judiciary^ strucExtensive discussion on the WMHB
ture at.Colby. The committee mil be evaluthe past; he will arra'nge the events for
question occurred at the last Stu-A .board
to the Awembly about his plans, fielded
ating how effectively the preseht-structure f
Life
Social
second
semester
and
the
new
meeting on "Monday night. The discussion
questions about his Committee, and'asked :
works
and;will propose appropriate changes
them.
Mohel
saidy
Chairperson will run
arose when Committee Ch airperson Dwight
for comment on the present "Stu-j-set up. ,
which
might improve the system.,Meetihgs . ¦
;
on
the Board will investigate having elections
Darrow moved that the Stu-A Board
this topic, LeAfter^some discussion
will be open .to the public. The first meeting is
in December to fill the post when White
appropriate money to pay for the use of
high introduced the guest speaker for the
¦
¦
:
'
is tonight at 7 pm on second floor :R0berts: y
'
'
leaves.
• iv" . •;•:;• ni ht, Ms; Jane Schwartz- Women's Health
. . .-- ' • -•¦ .Z-Z
the N ovember service of the Associated
¦
¦g
"
... The committee needs student partiq- .:'• '."
Lehigh reported on'the Stu-Rep . N
Press news bureau.
Associate, who gave a presentation bh her.
pation and. cooperation. What we recom-L •
Assembly. He said Peter Forman, Chairman job and the activities she is"undertaking here
Darrow said he felt Stu-A should
mend will have an effect on you. Our re- of the Stu-J Review Committee, spoke
pay for the service in order to gain some !as the.Wednesday night
such
at
Colby,
commendations will be based, in part,,on
at the meeting'and explained what his time to investigate the matter further. He
group meetings to discuss health-related prostudent
complaints, attitudes," ^nd ideas, y
Schwartz
to
do.
committee
is
planning
Jane
stated that it took four weeks notice to
blems. She noted that she was available upon .,
~
But we cannot adequately respond tb corii- also spoke and explained her job as the
defer the service and if they did not pay
appointment to see any student about this/
and ideas unless we know what they
plaints
"
Health
Associate
on
campus.
Women's
the bill now there would be complications
type of problem. After various questions .the
are; . ... . -,.: . .,; • : - - -} . : . . ¦¦ ¦ . ¦'¦¦. - '. ¦¦ ;. '..- ¦:¦ .-Z'. ZZZ '~ ' :
organMohel
announced
that
any
^
over the December bill. Scot Lehigh,
¦
meeting adjourned. The minutes of the meeting
Committee members are:;¦. Peter:Fbrman,
ization
that
is
planning
any
capital
Public Information Chairperson, said that
should be,.posted aroung the dorms sometime
Committee Chairman/ Steve Earle, Lucy
expenditures or significant increases in •
he felt the problem was not of deferment .
this week. If you have furth er questions about
Nichols,
Andy Frenkiel, DUncan Gibson, next year's budget, should get a detailed
of the service, but rather getting out of
any of the topics, please see your representSteve
Pfaff
, Nancy Weyl; Carl Cpstigan,;and
statement to Cheri Bailey and the Budget
the contract. He said worrying about .
¦'¦ '
¦
'
-7:
'
ative
for
more
information.
'
'
Margaret Matheson. "-- '. - ... ¦ '; . ¦ .¦_ ¦'• 7 - 7 . - 7^,
Committee.
. . ...'.. . r.; .,.„ . ' .' . .•- "
paying for the service now was a bit
The board appointed three people
premature. The motion was defeated.
ttT the selection Committee that appoints
Lehigh stated the majority feeling of
the Student Judiciaries to the Stu-J. They
the board is that the radio station "should
are Dwight Darrow, Joel Cutler and Thomas
attempt to get out of the contract.
Stall. The first meeting will be onJWedThe radio station has also agreed to
nesday, November 8, 1978.
.j_
pursue this avenue, and we are .
8)Foreign Study and Student Exchange
Interviews for positions on all
iioping to work together to replace the
Programs4 students
College
Committees
we
be
held
during
A.P. service with a sufficient , yet less
¦
*"
November.
There
are
openings
on
13
Evaluates
all applications from students
..
_
:ostly alternative."
committees for terms of one year be- 7
wishing to study for credit at foreign
•;y
Sid Mohel, Executive Chairperson ,
The
Student
Representative
Assembly
ervises student exchange *•institutions;
sup'
.
in
1979.
Applicants
should
y
Jan.
ginning
he
felt
that
the
y >aid
"issue was premature."
4
met on Sun, the 29th, in the Robins Room,
programs that Colby has established.
be prepared to' actively serve oh the
!_. they were working in the
ii:• ¦He' stated,'!
'
second
floor
Roberts.
After
hearing
the
minInterviews
on 11/28. "
of
their
term.
the
duration
committee
for
il j pest interest of the college community in
utes
of
the
last
three
Student
Association
'
y i comprehensive manner then I'd certainly
meetings, the Assembly talked briefly about
DADMINISTRATIVE- 3 students
j | '/ote to pay for the period of the inyesti9)Independent Major Board- 2 students .
the
status
of
the
Colby
Ski
Slope.-Chairrnan
This committee advises the President
v ' jation. It is precisely that question of
Assists.in the approval of Indepenspoken with
noted
that
he
had
Lehigh
Sept
on administrative matters not primarily
jgjy their continued sincerity of effort which
dent
Major
applicants. Interviews on 11/28.
sufwho
said
that
the
slope
had
Frank Moltz,
involving academic policy; establishes the
y ,f |[ am concerned with here."
fered
serious
erosion
wich
will require fixing
college calendar -, decides on requests for
)y '.' j
in other areas, Social Life Chairbefore any skiing would be possible. At present exemptions to college regulations;
li; ; person Gerrit White said he will be re10)January Program Committee- 3 students
the decision is being made as to whether or not reviews the functions and structures of
Jy}ytogning in January because he will probably money will be spent to fix the erosion proy . Reviews independent and . group
the college committees and presents
J i ; 'jraduate then. He informed the Board
J anuary prograrn projects [. implements .; /,
blems. Lehigh also noted that he had spoken .
recommendations to the faculty and
all January Program policies^ Interviews
to the Student Association. Interviews on
¦
::: :
¦. ' ¦'¦ ' ' " • '~:
'' .'!."¦¦. '•
¦
'
' - :-:: ^:Z- \; . ¦¦¦ :¦ v.: Zy Z'
¦
'
on
11/30.
I - '-.wwEmO 'Quarters are at...
/¦>
"
11/9. .
.
.
•
•• . . . .
,.

Qonimiitee Openin gs

..
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3 )ATHLETICS- 3 students
Discusses matters of athletic policy.
Interviews on 1177.
^B OOKSTORE- 3 students
¦
;'' .'• • - : ' , Recommends to the book store
{manager books, other than text-books
which should be available for student
purchase. Interviews on 11/9.

I' I
' ~~"' ¦• " H 1 •
"; . 11 ,
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The doctor doesn 't cut out
anything, <you\5ut out cigarettes.
This simple surgery is the surest
way to save you from lung cancer,
And the Afnericaii Ganccr.Spciety . .
will help you perform |t. ¦
'"'
We havc free clinics to Help you
quit smoking. So, before yoii smoke :
-,
another cigarette, call thcA.CS.
¦
.
office nearest you.
And don 't put it off. The longer
the sooner it can
yoif keep smoking,
;
",' .„ • ¦' kill you. y ¦ ' . . K ' ":- ' r. ' ¦;;'
Z
l

w¥'M ^ ^idmmmm&MX ^
. '; FEATURING
ALL SORTS OF BEVERAGES AND
PARTy J5IMACKS AT

'
2)ADMISSIONS- 4 students•" . ' . ; ::
> ! .
The committee is responsible' for recommending and reviewing admission policies;
members are available to the Admissions \
Office for consultation , advice, and sup- _
port for special cases of admission and
<khcr issues. .Interviews on '11/7.,

CANCER SOCIETY t

; Till !If ACf CONTIIIIUTI ID IV TUB PUOI.IIIKI *l » PUII.IC in«VICI ,

Ll)Library- 3 students ] ¦ :
7.7 •
;,¦;
Advises the college librarian bn^
rnatters of policy and regulations 'govern- '
ing-the use of the library ; also advises
on library purchases. -Interviews bh 11/30
12)Rights and Rules- Students
""* Proposes non-academic rules concerning student conduct and makes recommandations on non-academic rules
proposed by others to the President. Reviews jUl non-academic rules and regulations concerning student- conduct, and
pr oposes changes in exist ing rules , regulat ions , and judicial -procedures to the
President. No judicial function is served
by this committee. Interviews on 11/28.

5)EDUCATIONAL POLICY- 5 students
(2 appointed b y.the President)
¦y 7^. Makes a continuing study of the
curriculum and conccrns-itself with all
13)Senior Scholars- !student
,
matters of educational policy. Interviews J
Involved in the selection process -.,
'
on 11/14. "
of
Senior
Scholars. Senior Scholars do
^FINANCIAL AID- 4 students
yj
' .:¦ Recommends and reviews financial
independan t study worth 12 academic '
aid policy. Interviews on '<ll/16.
^
credits in their senior year. Interviews
' . .'
,,
on 11/14. ,
^FINAN CIAL PRIORITIES- 3'st uden t s
Submits to the President rccomnien
dat ions on adequacy of college act ivit ies
Those interested should contact
in relation to college's resources. Reviews
Dwight Darrow at X550, or drop a not e
budget pripr to its presentation to Board
in box 352 indicating which committee'
"' , '
>'
of Trustees. Interviews on 11/16.
is of interest , >
,,Y
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Discounts Backpacking *y*r *- Messalonskee Stream
by Martha McCluskey
Important reminder for all those who
signed up for the Mountain Medicine
course: the $10 fee must be paid by Oct
25. '
The ' Outing Club's Eastern Mountain '
Sports sale will go until this Friday. Order
forms and catalogs are in the Outing Club
room. Be sure to stop by during room
hours; this is a chance to get. 18% off on
all camping equipment except ski packages.
There will .be a weekend back packing
trip the first' weekend of November. The
destination is undecided-check the bulletin
board , outside the COC room.
The , Woodsmen's Team had a success¦
ful weekend at their Fall Meet in New Brunswick, Canada. After many weeks of
hard practice and early mornings, Colby
made a strong showing, with about 30
people attending the meet and four teams

competing. The men's and women's teams
had the highest scores for the liberal arts .
colleges. The women's team also came in
first in the pul p toss event, and in the pulp
throw event done by. Pat Collins. On the ¦
men's team was Captain Scott Johnson, Tim
Hunt ,, and Peter Greenburg, along with
three new members, Bill Orr, Steve Sterns,
and David White. The women's team consisted of Captain Kathy Kehoe, Janet
McMah'on, Josie Quintrell, Stephanie Wagner
Pat Collins, and Sarah Davis. There was .also
a .second women's team, almost all of whom
were competing for the first time. Members of this team were Ellyn Montgomery,
Mary Arthur, Jill Benedict, Mary Ernst, .'
Sue Mann, and Carolyn Treat, with Athena
Andrews as alternate. Several spirited alum'
ni and assorted persons also formed an
alumni team.

Condensed by Barb Neal
The Devil's Chair, water districts, and
typhoid fever, are all linked together in the
history of Messalonskee Stream. The Messalonskee (meaning white clay here) connects Messalonskee Lake, or Snow Pond, with
with the Kennebec River, and meander's quite
close to the Colby campus. This small river
flowing past Thayer Hospital fostered the
development of the Waterville area.
The Messalonskee Stream was formed
after the last glacier receded from the Kennebec River area. The stream drains a series
of lakes left by the glacier, flows north from
Snow Pond , then curves southeast to empty
into the Kennebec River. The stream has
three natural falls, including Cascade Falls
in Oakland, which in the early part of the
century was a narrow gorge with a 60 ft.
waterfall. Closer to Waterville is a slate quarry known as Devil's Chair. Mining operations

~ Trustees Have
mmmm
:
Good Rappo rt With Student Body
by Joel Cutler and Neal Mizner Student Representatives to the

The fall meeting of the Colby Board
of Trustees took place last Friday, October
27. The scope of items on the agenda was
amazing. What appeared to be every aspect
of the present and future operations of the
college were, discussed. The Trustee attendance was impressive and the amount of
preparation by each of the members was
evident. The meeting was chaired by
Albert Palmer.
The Board works with a committee
system. Each committee consists of trustees,
and many have both faculty and student
representation. Committees will make reports with and without recommendations.
Those with recommendations will be voted on
The meeting opened with a prayer ' •
and moved on to President Stridor's recommendation for faculty appointments.
The board acted on these and moved on
to discuss honorary degree candidates.
Later, Chairman of the Presidential Search
Committee Dr. Anthony reported on the
status of the search committee. He explained that they had received a great
variety of appli cat ions an d wer e present ly
in the process of selecting semifinalists.
Dr. Anthony added that the largest two
groups of applicants were, as in most
presidential searches, Presidents and Academic Deans of, other colleges. He stated
that of course these were not the only,
applicants and also that applicants had
been solicited from many sources.
Next th e Bud get and Finance Committee chairman reported that the college
was r u nning very close t o 'projections. He
added that this was excellent for any institution M/ith a budget the size of Colby's
Mr. Jones, Chairman of the Investments
Committee, reported on the status of
Colby investments, The committee has
kept close watch , over t he companies in

'
' - j ^ ^g' _^f ' ' "

' ^—¦

' _^_p_V_^_^_^_F^_Ei_^_^_B_^_Dbh^^^ ^^^^^ '' " '•

go^tt ^

Colby's portfolio that do business in South
Africa. The committee reported that, in
fact , every company that Colby does
hold stock in has adhered to the Sullivan
Principles and that many have carried them
out further. Mr. Jones said the committee
will continue to proctor th ese com panies
activities.
A report from the Buildings and
Grounds Committee followed. Key in
this report were the eventual installation
of fire and smoke detectors and the problem of maintainance. The school is currently taking bids for the fire detection
¦ - ' systems. .
Mr. Sage, Chairman of the Development Committee, reported that Colby
will seek to increase the annual fund .
The Committee has been researching different planned giving methods and a full
report was given on various methods. It
should be noted that Mr. Sage later •,
received the Colb y "C" club's Man of
the Year award at the alumni banquet.
Planning and Educational Policy Commit
tee . reported that they are studying the
library problem. Expert consultants will
be called in and a report will be forthcoming.
Perhaps the most dramatic event
of the day was Mr. Palmer's r esignation
as Chairman of the Board. Mr. Palmer's
effort s and-dedication to Colby are not
measurable. The college and its students
are certainly grateful for his efforts.
Dr. Anthony was nominated.and voted
in unanimously as the new chairman.
Robert Kany repl aced Sid Farr as
secretary as Mr. Farr assumes his new
responsibilities as Vice President of
Development. The Board expressed its
thanks to Mr. Farr for his workr ;
¦¦' The Board is run in a very orderly

' l+ QMk^ ' .:

Two portfolios of symphonic music by
Brahms and Debussy from Bangor Public
Library. ' Call Peter Re, Music Dept. q'r
873-4492. REWARD :

Board of Trustees

and yet very friendly and warm way.
Each member is completely dedicated to
a better Colby. Their love for the college
is very evident. They are interested in
student input and greeted us very warmly.
We were encouraged to ask questions
and comment on any item. One cannot
help but be impressed by the trustees
individually and as a group. We look >
forward greatly to working with them in
the future. If anyone has a question about
the Board or would like us to discuss
something with the Trustees please contact us through the Stu-A office. We are
your elected representatives and need
to hear your ideas. The next meeting is
in January. We hope to hear from you.

# East Asia

continued from page 1

Reverand Roland Thorwaldsen
College Chaplain, felt that the East Asian
Studies program is "working well," but
that it could function more effectively if it were better integrated ,
"You could think that the college
would want to support and encourage
a program that is working successfully,"
said Thorwaldsen , who spoke of the
common d ifficul ty in getting other departments to lend faculty and time to
in terd epar t men tal programs ,like East
Asian Studies.
' "The real problem seems to be a
v
lack of central organization ," Thor^
waldsen exp lained , pointing out that the

AUTOPARIS, INC.
KENNE DY MEM ORI AL. DRIVE
OAKLA ND

Auto ftuts, Writs & MarineSuppJ ie.

WIERE EXPERIEN CE COUNTS

; gfcSnjfe 7 9ty Ct*t& '

in the late 1880s left a seat-like feature on the
the fast bank of the stream. Slate from this
quarry was used to make some of the foundations of the old Colby campus.
Early settlers utilized the stream's
water power to drive their ..saw and grist
mills. A dam was built near Western Avenue
that sparked the development of the Waterville area. Soon , however, more dams were
constructed and the Messalonskee became
^
a "dammed reservoir of power and waste."
conGrist mills gave way to manufacturing
cerns which used the Messalonskee as its
power source and also its dump ing ground.
Of the "various firms constructed along the
stream bank, the Cascade Woolen Mill still
remains in operation.
The stream became polluted with
sanitary and industrial waste, yet the people
of the Waterville area continued to use the
stream as their drinking water source. Public outcry mounted until finally a lawyer
thought of the "concept of water districts
and town shared water sources. Waterville,
Benton . Fairfield , and Winslow formed the
nation's first water district. Before the idea
could be fully implemented, a tramp living
by the stream spread a typhoid epidemic
throughout the area by infecting the watersupply. The fever resulted in 74 deaths.
Eventually, new power sources were
discovered and manufacturing firms moved
away from the banks of the'Messalonskee.
Electricity was provided by the Central
Maine Power Company, first called the Messalonskee Electric Company, utilizing the
power generated at Cascade Falls and Rice's
Rips.
The Messalonskee Stream has been a
major factor in the history of Waterville and
the surrounding communities. Perhaps if
you take a walk by the stream sometime,
you will get a feel for the contribution to
local history that the Messalonskee has made
to the countryside around us.
East Asian Studies program does not func-,
tion as a department in the conventional
sense but that it "comes together onl y
in the student , who has to put
everything together." Thorwaldsen felt
that the program's success is directl y
related to the type of students it attracts"those who are never bored with school."
Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson stated
that there seem s to be "very little interest"
in developing East Asian Studies into a
department. He explained that due to
limited faculty resources, such a change
would be impractical because it would
.
mean "drawing heavily upon faculty v .
members and asking them to divide their y
loyalties.!' Jensen pointed out that the
departmentalization of East Asian Studies
would "shift the interdesciplinary
character of the program substantially. "
• J ensen' recall ed that , when h e firs t
came t o Col b y several years ago, the
East Asian Studies program was designed
primaril y for majors. However, the program
has since been "broadened " to include
courses which appeal to all students ,,
regardless of major. "I think we're
making pr ogress," said Jensen, who
claimed t ha t he is "deligh t ed wi t h t he
change of att itude " within the program
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Thurs. Nov. 4-11

: v
the Stu-J Board until they graduate. Would
a better system be annual elections? Where
should the line be drawn between experience and student participation in the selection process?
Another complaint concerns punishments. Some people comp lain that punishments are too lenient, others complain that
they are too harsh. If their decisions are
not accepted and supported by the "community, is there not a breakdown in the "relationship of trust and mutual respect among
all the members of the community"? Would
a better alternative to Stu-J punishment be
a system in which the administration decides
all the cases and.imposes all the punishments?
Perhaps the biggest problem is ignorance. Does the community actually know
about the present structure? Most Stu-J
hearings are closed , a decision which is given
to the defendant. This problem of ignorance

Sun. Nov. 5

Student Judiciary exists to "maintain
:he student 's ri ght to particip ate effectivel y^
«dth the faculty and administration in the
: disciplinary function of the college. " This
¦ Existence, according to the Stu-A Constitujlion , is partly based on the premise "that
student partici p at ion in discipline further advances student responsibility and maturity
knd positively establishes a relationship of
trust and mutual respect among all the members of the community, the students, the
; .faculty, and the administration. " Is this a
reasonable and realistic premise? If so, does
the present structure of Stu-J hel p realize
these goals?
1
Most members of the Colby commusupport the goals. Some
ty
probably
ni
'
y people, however, feel that our Stu-J struc• ' Sire
is incapable of achieving its purpose.
' i. .
.
.
.
_.
_
.
y he complaints aimed at btu-J suggest that
here is less than total support or respect for
; V system of student judiciary. It is time
about Stu-J is not an excuse or explanation
. tat these complaints be heard and answered.
for the complaints but an indictment of the
; }
Two weeks ago the Stu-A Executive
system. Afterall , how can students,"partibard created a committee to review and
cipate effec tively ... in the disciplinary func; ;;aluate Stu-J. It is the responsibility of the
tion of the college.. " if they are unaware of
J; 7 leview Committee to investigate complaints,
how the judicial system operates? It is imy ^ar suggestions, and make recommendations
portant that all students understand the
;y , )>out the system as it now stands. The com'
system and how it effects them.
;•;¦ iittee will report to Stu-A and may suggest
The Review Committee is an oppor; ime structural changes.
tunity for all students to participate in de; ">
The Review Committee was created
veloping a more effec tive judicial system. If
Ss; : ecause of student complaints. The nature
anyone is unaware of how Stu-J operates,
fe; i j i? these complaints should be an indication
then these meetings will be a chance to clear
Zi U r what suggestions may be brought to the
up some of the mysteries. Meetings will be
y j!/)mmittee's attention. For example, one
open to the public. Any complaints or sug¦ZZ j mplaint is that Justices are chosen at the
gestions about Stu-J should be brought to
¦
y :; '¦;l |.d of their freshman year and remain on
¦ / ¦the meetings.
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Movie: "Ivan Denisovich " (Russian) LJ 100. 7:30 p.m:, admission charged.
Spanish Radio Show 12-3 WMHB '

Guest Speaker; David Reutz on "Russian Culture" LJ 215, 7:30 pm , (Prof,
of Russian
at Indiana University) .
'
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Guest Speaker (Colby Student): Chih Hsu, slide show and presentation on Taiwan,
8:30 pm, Robins Room-Roberts Union

I
0
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Thurs. Nov. 9

Guest Speakers from the American Friends Service Committee: Russell and Irene
Johnson on Southeast Asia (slides will also be shown), 7=30 pm, Robins Room-Roberts
¦ Union
¦¦
¦¦ -.
••
.
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Fri. Nov. 10
International Banquet, 2nd Floor Roberts Union, 7:00 pm, tickets sold in advance in
Student Activity Office.
.
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Guest Speaker Ruth Pierce, on "Why Foreign Languages?" Professor of Russian,
Byrn Mawr College
.

m
M
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Sat. Nov. 11

'

'

Symposium on Latin America given be Cblby Students from Latin American countries.
Robins Room-Roberts Union 2:30 pm

m
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Concert: Canadian Musician , Willie Tyson (sponsored by Women 's Organization)
8;0Q pm , Lorimer Chapel

__

I
§3

The above events are sponsored by: International Relation 's Club, East Asian Cultural
Society, French, Spanish and Russian. Language Clubs, and the Women's Organization ;
¦'
¦ "' ¦'
'
, y . ' .' . ' ¦:'¦¦ ¦at Colby.
.
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Eudsei would like to enter medical
school someday. Doctors are .in ereat
demand in Ghana , where inflat ion has
struck on a severe level, forcing professionals»
to supplement their incomes with parttime jobs.

Ms
_bj t

The family unit is an integral part

of Glianian culture, which has been
heavil y influenced by western ways. "I
had a hard time convincing my father to
let me study in the United States. He
pictured this country in terms of Kbjak
and Dirty Harry, he didn 't want me to
be killed!" says Enoch , whose family
includes sue brothers and sisters and two
"worrisome " parents.
After a visit with his family next
summer , Enoch plans to remain in .the
United States until he finishes his education. Asked if he will niiss Ghana, he
replied , "Probably, but I have made a lot
of friends here. I think that all the new
experiences will make it easier ,"

I BRASS BELL RESTAURANT
45 Main St.,/ Waterv«le
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Ms. Fair! Shie noted that"about*75% of
these sales are to people other then
Colby studen ts , including a large amount
of telephone and mail orders. The largest
sales are recorded by alumni, parents,
and people on campus during the summer.
These sales amount to a sign igicant profit
for the College.
Ms. Fair feels the mark-up is j ustified
in the bookstore ; alternatives exist for
buying cook ies, candy and supplies
downtown. The textbook operation was
developed because students can only buy
texts oh campus. The students depend
on the College to keep textbook costs
• down through the zero-profit policy.

FINE FOODS - GREAT SELECTION
Open Mon. - Thurs, 6 A,M, - <5 P.M.
Fri. - Sat. : 6 A.M. - 9 P.M. ¦
; Sun. -J' . . .:' .^ ' 7'A.M;- -1 ;P.M. '
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film , lecture and slide, presentation on Iceland , Roberts Room-Roberts Union bv Dennis
¦ '
'
May, 76

:

city in the southern part of the country,
where the climate is very warm. He has
never seen the flakes of white, frozen
water vapor that are indigenous to this
areal
,
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Guest Speaker (Colby Student): Haluk Nural on Turkey, Robins.Room-Roberts Union ,

by Terry Sm ith

Colby freshman Enoch Edusei is
y ;•; |j
•
native
of Kumasi , Ghana , which is lo;|y ji
on the
iated
western coast of Africa. He
f^tj
j$| |js one of two or three hundred Ghanians
j |y
' ;itudying in the eastern United States.
0Z j inoch was prompted to study abroad be0iZ hiuse of the highly competitive , overy ; ¦Jrowded university system in his home
!jy! |;ountry.
"; 1
"Many of my fellow students and
Pi
t
thought
.that studies would- be easier
llfj y
Ij Unere but-IVe changed my mind since mid;
|
|
;|j srms," says Edusei who has friends en|i!;i jj lled at Bowdoin and,scveral colleges
¦
§$• !,{& the- Boston area. ¦ - . '
' describes
:Enoch
Ghana as a rapidly
_
:|^!J
;| j evdopihg country
about
tlie size of
&j
y l;iP reg°n ' Contrary to popular belief , Ghana
\\p l/is not all jun gle." Enoch lives in a small

'

"

¦¦

1 Enoch Edusei At Colby
0Z
|yj

,

Mon. Nov. 6
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African Art Exhibit at Colby College Museum of Art

b\ Peter Forman
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Upcomin g Events

Is The Stu-J Adequate ?
iyJ

Thursday, November 2 , 19.78...
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Soccer Tops M-.I.T. 1-0,
ECAC Bid In The Air
t

by D avid Strage y vy

i

^

.' Tom Betro arid TimjCrqss combined
for the lone score of the game as the Colby
Mules defeated ;MIT 1-0 in a hard-fough t . matchat Loebs field. The win gave the Mules
a 9-2-1 record as they closed out. the regular
'-•:• .. •
season.. -. :
' ¦' - . , ¦'
The game was expected to be tough"- ' •'
as M.I.T. had been ranked in the top 15 colleges in New En gland earlier this year. The
visitors had beaten Brandeis and Harvard
already this_year, but the Mules were rtot to
become one of their victims.
The game was-typical of the way the
Mules had played all season. The forwards
put early pressure on the M.LT. defenseImt
were unabk to. score in the first half. The
first 45 minutes ended ui a scoreless tie, even
though"Colby had dominated their opponent
The Mules scored the decisive goal
early in the second half as Betro capitalized
on a poor M.I.T. pass. The M.I.T. defender
tried to pass the ball back to/ h is goalie, but
Betro maneuvered around the goalie and
stepped in front of the errant pass. He. then
passed cleanly to Cross; who simply booted
the ball into the vacant goal. '__ . .
The forward line has been impressive
for thq Mules all season. Cross and Betro
have both contributed many needed goals*
The Mules have averaged over two goals per
game, registering 28 goals in a 12 jgame sea-

Page Seven
son. The scoring strength of the front line
is just one of the keys to the Mules' success.
The midfield area has also been a vital
factor in Colby's finest season in 15 years.
The midfield was anchored by seniors Andy
Huber and co-captain David LaLiberty. Both
-^men p layed aggressively against M.I.T. as
they "chased down the loose balls arid provided a barrier to M.I.T .'s offensive attack.
Coach Mark Serdj enian said , "I was esp ecially pleased with the way LaLiberty and
Huber contained the midfield. Both, despite
playing varisty last year, have improved dramatically this season. They did a great job out
there Saturday."
•
Other departing seniors also play ed _
exceptionally well in their final regular season game at Colby College. Co-captain Doug
Lewing and fellow senior defender Bruce Hen
derson hel ped keep M.I.T. at bay through- *
out the entire game. Serdjenian remarked " ';:
that his senior defenders were, "Awesome, simply awesome. Their communication and
position play was excellent and the key to
Colby's success."
The big surprise of the season was the:

play of freshman goalkeeper Eric Leith. His
shutout against M.I.T. Saturday gave him
seven for the season, which establishes a new
Colby record.;In 12 games, Leith only allowed
six goals to get by him for a spectacular .50
goals allowed average. Leith 's play has been
vital since it is very easy for the offensive when
when the opponent doesn't score.
After beating M.I.T., the Mules now
anxiously wait to see if they will be invited to
the ECAC Division III tournament. With the
finest season in 15 years, it would be a fitting
climax to the season for the Mules to play
in the tournament.

miB/ wtms {
Co-captain Doug Lewing keeps the ball away from opposing offensive attacker,

aan£V *ranMnrai *raaH Mroi a_a_?i_^^
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Both Blues And Ha ppiness
by LeRoy Brown
It's hard to imagine Roberts dining hall
as a Saturday night Coffeehouse with soft
lighting and live entertainment, while sitting
in the cram-packed midst of the mirrored
madness scarfing down a plate of Seller's
macaroni and cheese for lunch.

The. music has varied from Colbycrazed amateur talent to travel-wise New
England professionals (more of the latter),
and from low-keyed small groups to a seven
piece funk arid jazz band (more of the for- "
mer). Whatever the music, it 's always a
good time. / • y . -. ¦.

The atmosphere tit the coffeehouse
is a welcome alternative to the triple-decker
mobs so familiar to us all: Frat parties, "zooey" Spub nights, crowded lunch lines, scream
ing diners everywhere.. \All these scenes
lead to bleeding ulcers , heart attacks, and at
the very best , migrane headaches.

There is usually a small admission
charge to tielj} pay for the band, but it's
worth it. The bake sale is a non- t -ofit operation, and the game boards are free for-the
night. (You probably wouldn 't want to play
. •¦_ ;
much longer than that). ¦
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Entering the door of the Coffeehouse,
you vy ill-sec the mood is immediately different . Throw away the Bufferin , no need
for earplugs and shin pads here, The lights '
are low, a guitar being tuned mingles with
the laid-back "barroom "babble 'and the
sound of popcorn popping. The smell of
doughnuts, homemade cookies,' "chestnuts '
roasting on an open fire", /." (almost), *
draws attention to the tables jn ithe far
corner where games are" offered! chess for
those who tire of trivia, backgammon, cribbage and scrabble for those who don 't.
,

i

'

.

¦

At this point, the Coffeehouse needs
someone (or two) , to take bveir. Jane Gair,
who has been running things this fall, is leaving
'iri;Decen)ber and there is no one to take her
place. If you 're at all interested in helping
¦
keep this new/ haven alive, drop Jane a note
(Bbxl66°); It would bei sad to see it all
'
¦ ¦
' end ' sobn^-'^y :y
^o
^ZZ '- -' Z:- Z .'- • ..• •¦, ' • ••.-: ;.

This Saturday go sec Led Kottlce and ;
Tom RusIy^ but next Saturday- come by and
visit the Coffeehouse - look for posters to 4 • "
¦:
see who will be playing; ;
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Feminist
In
Ckapel
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Willie Tyson , feminist singer and twelve:
string guitarist , will give a concert , at C6lby>
on November 11th in Lorimer Ch apel. Tyson
plays a dynam ic mixture of country -folk,
blues , and jazz .
She sings about social problems with
a feminist perspecti ve and a stro ng senese of
humor .-A long-time supporter of women's
rights , Tyson is primaril y a humanist and
claims "My music is androgynous- anyone can
listen to it and eniov it on several levels."
Tyson has produced two albums , "Full
Count " and "Debutante ", both of which
have been highl y praised for her combina tion
of lyrical skill, satiric wit, and musical excellence. She plays with some of the finest
women musicians in the country and will be
accompanied by Althea Waite on piano, Susan
Abod on bass , and Robin Flower on lead
' , - .¦ '
guitar.
The concert will be produced by the
all-women recordin g company Wise Women
Enterprises arid is sponsor ed by the Colb y
Women 's Group. Tickets will be sold next
week outside all the dining halls at dinner , and
in the Spa at lunch.

The Empire.Brass. Quintet

J azz.Rock? And Classical Music
I
The Empire Brass Quintet , an except; tional group of young musicians , whose veri\ 'jsatility and extraor dinary musical ability
I i .'have been highly acclaimed by music criti cs,
:• |iwill appear in Lorimer Chapel on Wed. , Nov
| [8 at 8 pm. A limited number of tickets to
.¦ |jdiis second concert in the Colby Music Sc' ;i es, is available by subscript ion through
j .ithe Student Activities Office.
!•

¦ '
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tuba player , wiH. offer a diverse program incorporatin g elements o'f ja zz , ro ck and
classical music. The group 's members each
"d eal in musical subti tles," presentin g chamber concerts without the aid of a percussion ,
strin g or woodwind section. The quintet
plays "a wide vari ety of music with super b
accuracy, rh ythmi c zest, and a good deal of '
poetry. "

¦

Th e players in the Emp ire Quintet ,
\l \
¦
iRolf Smedvig and Charles A Lewis J r., Trum
\v peters -, David Ohanian , horn player ; Norman
i ;3olter , trombonist ; and Samuel Pilafian ,

The Boston University based quintet
is th e only br ass ensemble to win the Naumburg Award , the most presti gious award
availabl e to a chamber music group. Their

other accomplishments include two perfor mances for the Carter Inau gural Festival ,
a special performance for Queen Elizabeth II
during her bicentennial visit, two European .
tours , and a Columbia recording of American
Brass Band J ournal.
The Boston Globe has said of this
group, "Br ass quintet s of serious ambition ;
are few and far between and the Empire
Brass Quintet is at the top of the heap. "
The second concert of the music series, the
Empir e Brass Quintet promises to electrif y
the Colby Music Series.

Wi tte 's
|4. Differen t And
Difficult Pla y "Loving
The Days "
Powder and Wig will present Kennedy 's
i
y fhi ldren, the controv ersial play by Robert
atrick , tonig ht at 8 pm in Strider Theatre.
);/;She play can also be seen Friday and Saturr
• ; '' 'ay at the same time.

¦;y{

.

$\ -i . . Director Rich Uchida has been interesy '.I tcd in presenting Kennedy 's Otildren since
y{; ihe first read of its rave reviews in London
yi ^nd Washington D.C.

%{
:] J.;|

'

¦ ¦¦
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Concerning the production , Uchid a
said , "It is a differ ent and a difficult play. " .
It 's all done in monologues. None of the
characters ever interact with each oth er ; they
th ejPeach interact separatel y with the audi- '
ence. Also, there is physical interaction with
the bar tender. "

He added , "th e play will probably

be considered 'boring by someone expecting
'
a lot o'f actio n - people running on stage ,
brawls and things . The powerful vocal expfes
sion1 is what makes this play work" . .

Th e plot concerns five characters who
if yjxpress the impa ct of the sixties. These
'J j Ij 'stock" charac ters consist of a homosexual
Senior Rich Uchida has , in his four
§ |i'Ctor , a Viet Nahi veteran , a schoolteacher ,
yea rs at Colby, been involved in either the
; j | • j young girl with hopes of being the next
f technical or the acting side , of 20 producand a female student ac^larilyn
Monroe
,
tions. Kennedy 's Children is the fourth PowP
(vist.
Trumm
,
They
are
played
by
David
J im
der and Wig play that he has directed .
yj
:
y : ondon , Chery l Peters , Alisa Dichl and Sue
'jfyjioktor respectivel y. Veteran Colby actors
David Projanski , a 1978 Colby gradui-? j| : rumm and Miss Peters are joined by the
ate , desi gned the set and is acting as techni cal director . J ulie Morton is the assistan t
yf i»rec newcomers to make up what Uchida
' "a young cast, relativel y speaking. "
iiills
director
and stage manager.
$i
The non-verbal part of the bartender
f||
{{[¦ • ¦{ played by Bob J ohn.

Tickets will be available at the box ,
office af ter 6 pm , $1.50 per person , $1 per
student.

Being
Earn est

A new book of poetry by John G Wfate was

published this week by Wesleyan University Press
' as Volume 93 in the Wesleyan Poetry Program. •

< ' The Jpoems in Loving the Days speak of ,
connecti on: small successes amid many pains
and problems. Because Witte has chosen to >
live away from cities, in rural Maine , Vermon
and Oregon , his poems often give a sense of
being imbedded in a particular landscap e.
Witte 's poetry places abundance and '
fullness , nervousness and novelty side by
side throug h the richness of His langu age.
¦ '-

'

'

, - Z' »

J ohn Witte was born in Albany, New
York, and holds degrees frorn Colby College
and the University of Oregon. . In 1976-77
he was a Writing Fellow at the Prov incetowh
Fine ' Ar ts Work. Center in Ma ssachusetts.
His poems have app eared in Th e New Yorker , !,
The talis Review,and other magazines, This is
his first book.

The Waterville Repert ory Theatre 's upcoming production of Oscar Wilde's comedy
"The Imp ortance of Being Ernest ," include s
many cast member s familiar to the Colby
Community.
The play is directed by Dr. Anthony
Betts , who will also appear on stage as Dr.
Chasuble. In addition to popping up from
time to time as sub in the college infirmar y,
Betts appeared in the Colby production of
Shaw 's "Too True to Be Good." Betts and
his wife Mary ( who will be featured as Miss
Prism ) also play in the Colby Community
Symph ony. . . ' . ' . . , .
¦
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Performing Arts Prof essor Richard Sew
ell temporarily gives up directi ng and has an
opportunity to appear on stage himself-this
time as J ohn Worthing, thereb y becoming
an "uncle " to hjs wife, Kim Gordon , who
' ^
plays innocent Cecily.
,

. Worthing 's debonair fri end Algernon .
will be performed by Ray Pellerini Pcllerin
appeared with Becky Rogers on campus last
wint er in "I Do, I DO." before joining the
summer Mainstage , company ; ,
J oyce Smith (75) was continuall y involved in dr ama and music while at Colb y,
with feature roles in "J acques Brel .'V' Cabaret ," "CSodspcll ^ arid 7'A Little -Night Music. "
Smith has appeared in several other WRT
'¦ ¦
produc tions as well as devoting two summers ,
to Mainsta gc. In the curren t productio n she
plays Gwendolen , the youn g London soph¦ ¦<, ¦ "
¦ ¦
. .. ' '
istocatc. - , , ¦ . ¦¦ Z-' 'Z¦ " VZ,: 'Z ' : . . '. ' .
"
'
¦
' -v ' v ' ¦ ; ' ;, :• '., ' ,,V; :, :-: : y' ¦ .;. ' .: : . / ,:. ' . ;•>•
..
"The Im portance '/ofBeing Ernest " will
play at the Waterville Opera House, NovV.'p \
through 1. 2 at 8 pr n. Ticket s may bc i-escirved i
by calling Mrs. Betts (872-60W) or may be
purchased at the door, * .
i ., , '

¦

Dance Tribute To
Doris Humphrey
This month Colby will pay homage
to Doris Humphrey with its own small
festival, beginning with a week long residency of the Pauline Koner Dance Consort
co.-sponsored by Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin and followed by a month of films.
Pauline Koner is a major exponent
of the Humphrey technique via Jose Limon
with whom she was lead dancer from 19461960. While dancing many title roles with
theTJmon Company and creating her own
works, she made one of the major contributions to modern dance repertoire in her
long solo The Farewell, a dance tribute to
Doris Hum phrey.
During the company's residency activities here, the Colby audience will have
the unique experience of viewing this work
just recently reconstructed (in part) for
the company. No one other than Ms. Koner has ever performed it.
To dance enthusiasts Doris Humphrey,
Koner's predecessor and mentor, is a legend. Of New England ancestry and Middle
West upbringing, she began dancing at eight
and went on to become one of the great
figures in the development of modern dance

as performer, choreographer, teacher, and
theoretician. ^
. C. -

¦

.

Upon founding her school and company with collaborator Charles Weidman,
Humphrey spent considerable time investigating the motor possibilities and limita->
tions of her body, kinetic rhythms, and the
laws which governed action.
Coupled with the apollonian/Dionysian theory of Nietzsche, she arrived at the
theory that the movement of dance, with
all its inherent dramatic properties, existed
upon that arc with ranged from balance to
u nbalance, fall to recovery, that between
the motionlessness of perfect balance and
the destruction implicit in completely yielding to the pull of gravity lay the 'arc between two deaths,' the area of movement.

By forsaking set dance vocabularies
and forms and rediscovering fundamental
laws of movement, D oris Hu mph rey felt
she had found a basic dance which would
not only b e u niversal in app eal, since her
principles applied to every moving being,
but would enable her to create fresh works
dependent not upon musical forms, traditional steps, and accepted styles, but upon
the laws of movement alone.

Poet Michael Ha rp er *
"Vigoro us ,.. Brillian t "

MichaelWarper

Pauline Koner (background) withMarthaCurtis
Michael Harper has been praised as
"a powerful and awe-inspiring poet; yec.also
a poet of peace and faith," by critic Edwin
Russell. On Mon., Nov. 6, Harper will read
selections from his own work at Colby
in the Robinson Memorial Room in Miller
Library.
Harper was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1938, and moved to Los Angeles in
1951. He went through both high school
and college before writing any poetry. He
wrote plays and short fiction for creative
writing classes, however, worked as a news- ,
paper distributor, and in 1961 spent a year
writing fiction and poetry at the University
of Iowa's Writer's Workshop. In the late sixties, he first published his poetry and traveled to Europe and Mexico, where he found
new sources to draw upon. Here, he also
broadened his own knowledge of diverse
poetries and cultures and began to examine
his own family and racial history, lop king
for myths and themes which "would give,
my writing the tradition and context where
I could find my own vioce."
Harper's poetry is particularly remarkable for its technical dexterity and forceful
use of language, combined with a close identification with his own personal and racial
history. Says Harper, "My travels made mc
look closely at the wealth of human materials in my own life, its ethnic richness, complexity of language and stylization ,.and the
tension between stated moral idealism and
brutal historical realities."
Harper is currently a professor of English at Brown University. He was the 1976
winner of the Guggenheim award, and has
gained much critical acclaim. Gwendolyn
Brooks; who has also read at Colby, pro- '
claims Harper 's poetry "vigorous as well as
brilliant. It has an unafraid strength." .._
Clearly, Harper's work must be considered among the most important currently
being written. It has placed him in the fro nt
ranks of modern American poets.

Dance
Events
The Dance Film Festival will cover
chronologically (but certainly not fully),
major choreographic works of Humphrey,
and hopefully there will be hand-outs or
someone at the showings to explain briefly what will take place in each film.
Below is a list of times and places
for festival activities, and this writer urges
one and all to partake in this glimpse of
our living heritage, so actively supported
and encouraged by the Cultural Life Committee.
•Nov. 9—8 p.m. Pauline Koner Dance Consort in Concert at Bowdoin
Nov. 10 —10:30 a.m. Master Class - Pauline
' Koner Co. Dunn Studio, Colby.
8 p.m. Pauline Koner Dance Consort/
mini performance- Strider Theatre
Nov. 13-7 p.m. Film: "With My Red Fires"
Lovejoy 215
Nov. 20- 7 p.m. film- "Dancei Four Pioneers" Lovejoy 215
Nov. 27 - 7 p.m. film - "Day on Earth"
Lovejoy iOO ",_,.
Dec. 4 - 7 p.m. film - "Flickers"
*Wc will be organizing a car pool or
bus for all who wish to attend this performance. Tickets must be bought by November
6th. Please contact Nancy Klumpp, x 596
or Frank Wirmusky, x$62.

A parachutis lands.
t

A Mr. Jette , Mrs. Strider, retired vice president Mr.
Turner converse over dinner
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Welcome Back
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A fine time was had by all

Stick it to 'em, Colby

Looking for an open man

A moment of recognitio n: Robert Sage receives Colby Club
award f r ont Frank Stephenson,

Renewing old memories
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The Colby Eight and the Colbyettes will perf o r min Oven Auditorium on Nov.4, at 7pm.
i^HSl -lMI ^B^nHHBB -HB_Bn_HBD

There will be a President's Report for parents,
faculty and students, in the Museum of Art
on Nov. 4, at 9:15 am

PRE-CHRISTMASCRAFTS FAIR: On Saturday,
Nov. 4 from 10ahxto 5 pm in the Fieldhouse.

The films BeingAbraha mWaslowand
When WillPeopleHelp - sponsored by the Psychology Club will be shown on Nfov.2 at 4:30
pm in the TV Room, Miller Library.

. Dance-A-Thon! at UMO from ? p.m. to 7 a.m.
First prize: a trip for two to Fort Lauderdale,
Fla . See Susan in Bookstore for more info.

Blues guitarist and singer Sparky Rucker
will perform at Houch A'uditorium (UMO)
on Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. Tickets $1.50.

¦^¦
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A Turkish folk dance ensemble will perform
Wedding in White by William Fruet will
at the United Baptist Church in Lewiston,
be shown at 7 pm and at 9:30 pm on Friday -. 250 Main St., on Nov. 3 at 7-.30 p.m.
Nov. 3 in LlOO.

Brigadoon will be shown in Dean Auditorium,
Thayer Hospital on Nov. 3 at 6:30 and 9:30
p.m.
STU-A-FILMS presents ,The Great Scout
and Cathouse Thursday, starring Lee Marvin,
Oliver Reed, Robert Gulp and Elizabeth Ashley, on Nov. 8 at 7 pm and 9:30 pm in L100.

The Hartford Ballet will perform at
UMO fro m Nov. 8-10.

V__ ^

Ram Island Dance Company will perform
at the Waterville Opera House on Nov. 3,4
at 8 p.m. Tickets $2.50.
Walker Evans' photographs will be on display at UMPG from Nov. 1-19.

Railroad Cinema presents The Good, the Bad at
the Ugly with dint Eastwood at 6:45 and 9:45 p.ir
Nov. 2-5. BringingUp Baby with Katharine
Hepburn and Gary Grant will be screened
from Nov. 6-8 at 7 and 9:30 p.m..

The Runner Stumbles will be presented by the
Portland Stage Company, 15 Temple St.,
Portland , on Nov. 3.-4 at 8 p.m., on Nov. 5 at
2 and 7 p.m., on Nov. 9-11 at 8 p.m., and on
Nov. 12 at 2 and 7 p.m.

Padre Padrone winner of the 1977 Cannes
Grand Prize will be shown at Lewiston's
Empire Theater on Nov. 8 at 7:30 p.m.
' i"

*

The Boston Ballet will perform at
Cony Auditorium, Augusta on Nov. 3 at
8 pm.
^—~~*—¦~"
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Guitar, mandolin, fiddle, and bass are among
The instruments in Dave Mallett's Band
performing at PittsfieldT Community ThePart VII of the film series Civilization
Kennedy's Children, directed by Richard Uchida atre off 1-95 on Nov. 3,4 at 8 p.m. Tickets
will be shown on Thursday, Nov. 2 at 4:30 pm" '79, and produced by Powder and Wig will be $3.50.
This installment is entitled Grandeur and Obput on Nov. 2,3 and 4 at 8 p.m..
edience.
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Colby Music Series Concert - Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.
The Empire Brass Quintet, winner of the 1976
Naumburg Chamber Music Award. Lorimer
.Chapel.

.

¦

¦

DEBATE: Strategies for Environmental Survival
Sponsored by the CEC and led by Professors Todrank and Tietenberg. Thursday, Nov. 2 at 7 pm
in Sturtevant Lounge.
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Field Hockey Slips At States
by Carol Sly
The Colby Mules went into the State
Field Hockey Tournament seeded first, but
they returned having only gained experience
in tournament play.
The Mules were scheduled to play
USM Friday. Numbering among Colby 's
many regular season shut-outs, USM had previously lost to Colby 2-0. However, the Huskies were visibly and verbally more up for
the game. Thev olaved as a team whereas
'Colby only mustered strong individual effort
Colby out-shot U SM the entire first
half but was unable to put one in. USM scored
scored in the last few minutes leaving them
ahead 1-0 at half-time.

Meld Hockey players advance down the f i e l d .

omeback Falls Short
AsMules Lose, 27-20

Sam Weiser

The C.B.B. series opened last Satur day
he Bates Bobcats held off a fourth quarter
y by the Colby Mules to daim a 27-20
f°*y- - ' ¦ ' S
:- "
» Colby had fought back from a-3 point
icit at the beginning of the final peri od to
the score at 20vall. With six minutes reining, Steve Celata ran two yards for
touchd own that brou ght the Mules even '
h the Bobcats.
On the ensuing kickoff , Bates ' Gre g
ter took the ball 95 yards for a touchm to secure the win for the visitors. The
re thwarted the Mules ' comeback bid.
Bates established their lead with 13
nts in the third quart er. The first half had
ed in a , 7-7 deadl ock but the 'Bobcats re- ,
led after intermission ready to roll. Bates
r had two possessions in the third period

and they scored on both.
Colby began their comeback bid with a
62 yard scoring play from Frank Sears to
freshman Matt Maley. Maley was the key to
the score as he beat the Bates defender by five
yards while Sears provided the ball. Once
Maley caught the ball he outraced the Bobcats' secondary to the end zone.
The Mules' final scor e w as key ed by
a 42 yard pass from Sears to Maley. The play
gave the Mules excellent field position on the
Bates 24 yard line. Five plays later Celata
carried the ball fpr .the tying touchdown.
The passing gome was the key to the
Colby attack all afternoon. Maley was open
consistentl y as was Paul Belanger. Together
the two caught 11 passes. Maley had four
recepti ons for 125 yards while Belanger
snagged seven passes for 93 yards.
Belanger scored Colby 's first touch-

down of the day with a circus , catch as he
stri pped the ball away from the Bates defender and carried into the end zone to
complete a 42 yard play. This was only
Belanger 's second game of the season , but it
appears that he will be a vital factor in
Colby 's fin al two games.
The play, of freshman Maley has also
been a surprise. When Belanger was hurt
early in pre-season , Maley was asked to assume Belanger 's position at wide receiver. He
has performed well all season , and with the .
return of Belanger , Colby now has two viable
long range receivers.
Colby outg ained Bates 393 to 247 in ,
total offens e, but th e Mules were unable to
mak e the margin show up on the scoreboard.
The major reason for Colby 's inability to
score was they were constantly putting themselves in a bole with penalties. Colby had

The second half brought two more
Huskie goals before Colby netted their only
one. With 5 minutes remaining, Shostak
scored on a goalie rush for the Mules. She
had three shots on goal along with Maher and
and Shillito; Hartzell had 6 attempts. The
margin of Mule dominance showed in penalty corners-Colb y 15, USM 10. Hard play in
the final minutes couldn 't turn it around ,
as the final score remained 3-1.
Saturday, £olby went into the consolation round against UMO. The Mules had
tied UMO, l-l, m season piay, but lost 2-1
in a sad finale to an impressive season.
The play was even throughout the
game. Colby played a more effective gamethan the day before, utilizing flat offensive
continued on p a g e15

many three down series where they gained
24 yards but then were faced with a fourth
down becaiuse they started with the first and
25. These penalty situat ions were the major
setback in the Mule attack.
The Mules will be putting the Bates
game behind them this Saturday as they
face ' a highly improved Tufts team. The
game begins at 1:30 Saturday at Seaverns
Field.
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Sailing News
by Skip Neville
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and later shows his emotionsafter, winning the itrug tkf o r the bell and
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• Colby sailors took to the waters of
Penobscot Bay last Saturda y for the final
scheduled regatta of the fall season.
Sailing for Colby were Ski p Nevill e and
David Mi t chel in division A and Charlie Higginson ^nd Barbra Fallows in B division.
The race was hosted by Maine Maritime and
sailed in 14 foot leadkeeled Mercur y dinghys.
The eight races were sailed in winds
rang ing from 20-30 knots and four foot seas,
under sunny skies and a relativel y warm tempera ture for late October.
At this time , Colby 's overall finish is
uncer tain pending a protest against UMO. ,
The rega tta was won by Northeas tern U>with the Maine Maritime a close second.
Other teams that were sailing in their order of
finish were ' ) UMO , Tuf t s, Bat es, Colb y, Bowdoin and Brandeis.
If the protest is decided in Colby 's favor
it would boost their standing to fourth , jus t
ahead of Bates due to a tie breaking firs t
place finish by Colby in the third race.
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Trivia Quiz
1) What baseball player owns the record for
the longest "tape measure'- home run?

by Margaret Klawunn ' - • - .•¦

' " ." '

3) Who .holds the all-time record for most
singles (one-base hits) in a season?
4) Who are the two players that share the rec
ord for most home runs in a double header?
5) What famous American League player:
holds the record for receiving the most walks
¦ ,¦ '
y
in one season?
6) What pitcher compiled a 1.12 ERA in 305
innings pitched in 1968 to establish the mark
in this category?

8) What journ eyman National League mfielder
led the league for a record seven consecutive
years in being hit by a pitch? The individual
also holds the career record for most times
hit by a pitch.
9) Who was the youngest person to play in a
major league ballgame?
10) Who is the tallest player in the NBA?
11) The record for most basketball games
played in a career is 1,188. What is the name
of the player who established this record?
12) In 1962 this player led the league in
scoring with an average of 50.2 points per
game. Who is he?
13) What player in NBA history sunk 7,694
free throws to set the record for most in a
career?
14) What is the given name of the form er Celtic and Houston Rocket center Zaid .Abdul
Azia?
15) What heavyweight boxing champion never
lost a professional fight in his career which
spanned nine years?
Answerson p age 15
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2) Who is the only man to win baseball's
triple crown twice in the national league?

7) When was the last perfect game pitched
and who was the pitcher?

¦ "

DwightAnd P arker Learn
Netters To 2hdlnSictte
by Andy Goode

This past weekend Colby's women's ' _.
tennis team came within a.tie-breaker of repeating as Maine State champs. However,
they ended up settling for second place behind
che University of Maine at Orono.
In singles, Colby 's Martha Oaks de.
Jeated U.M.P'.I.'s Lynn Nesgos 4-6, 6-4, 6-4,
•
chen lost in the second round to the eventual
winner, U.M.O.'s Pam Cohen 6-0, 6-1.
Colby's other entry in singles compeition, Mo Flint, had a first round bye. In
\\e second round she easily beat U-M.P.I.'s
"rish Oregan 6-0, 6-0 but lost in the third .
>und to runner-up Kris Everett 1-6, 5-7. Mo
layed great tennis in the second set despite
sndonitis in her wrist and a stomach illness
•iat forced her to temporarily halt the
¦
' :' ' ' '
¦na tch.
The singles final featured top-seeded
Kris Everett from U.M.O., opposed by her
teammate Pam Coheni In a marathon match
of skilled tennis, Cohen upset her teamate
6-3, 4;6, 6-4.
¦ ' In doubles both of Colb
y's teams
reached the semi-finals. In the first semis :

match Colby's Janice Miller and Amy Davidoff lost a tense match 2-6, 6-1. 6-7 to
Bowdoin's Elaine Payne and Nancy Williams.
The Mules' other semi-final team consisted of top-seeded Jody Dwight and Amy
Parker. After a first round bye they disposed
of U.M.O.'s L. Page and K. Gwyh 6-6, 6-1.
In the semis they had little troUble-with
U.M.P.I.'s C. Orser anil T. Lyons. They '
found themselves down 1-3 in the finals
against Payne and Williams but overcame
their nervousness and rolled to a 6-3, 6-2
victory.
The final standings of the two day
tournament were U.M.O. 33, Colby 26, Bow
doin 16, Bates 15, U.M.P.1. 12, and U.M.P.G.
2.
In their last outing of the season,
Colby's women's tennis team lost a close 4-3
match to Bowdoin. This gave the team an
overall 6-5 record for the season in dual
,
match play.
The Mules were using a different lineup than the one they used when they beat
Bowdoin just two weeks ago. In singles Mo
Flint lost to a steady Meg McLean 6-1, 64.

Wpniien^Cr'oss Country Championship'was
held at Bates- Gpllege with the. COlby women
completing their season with a third place
finish. They defeated.Bates but lost- to strong
Bowdoin and University of Maine teams. .
The final score was UMO» r 29, Bowdoin - 43,
Colby - 72^and Batess-788. Z " " - ^!
" Jbah Westphal of UMO was the individual winnef ebven^g the 3.1 mile course in
17:48- Karen Sondergeld was Colby 's first ' .'
finisher in tenth place with a time of .19:3 3.
Barb Cooper was eight seconds behind Karen
for an eleventh place finish: Ruth Hales,
Ginny Low, and Laura Littlefield with times
of 19:43,.20:62, and 21:27 respettively /Eoofe
places thirteen, seventeen, and twenty-one.
' " Catie Hobson, Kathleen Shea, Barb ' y
Neal , Marl Samaras, and Barb Croft all fan ;:
their best faces of the season for Colby. The
Mules had only a 52 second spread between
their top five runners which was the smallest
difference this year and indicates the girls'"
improvement as a team..
. .
Coach Wescott. feels that allthe girls
performed well. "They all ran good races.
Each girl had personal goals which she J
reached. They did a good job. "
The Mules finished the 1978: cross
country season with a 3-2 dual'meet record,
good individual placing in the NESCACy
meet, and a third place finish in the State
Championship. It was "a successful.year/fbrthe women as they saw improvement ».\ ;
throughout the season and reached many -•
individual goals.
, :7 7
Martha Oaks posted the only Colby victory in singles with a 7-6, 7-6 win over
Christie Chandler. At number 3, Amy •
Davidoff was defeated by Kath y Lang 6-1,
7-5. And Grctchen Huebsch bowed to Dot
Dorio 6-2, 6-2.
In doubles Jody Dwight and Amy "Parker finished a very successful season-with a
6-4, 6-2 victory over Elaine Payne and Nanc)
Williams. Over the season they compiled a
9-2 record . The second doubles team of
Janice Miller and Bev Nalbandja lost ot Bowdoin 's Anne Dinne and Amy Feaney 7-5, 6-4
At third doubles a new tandem of Ellen
Huebsch and Janet Ford triumphed over Sue
Caras and Sara Greer.

"I Pla y" , Sport s For All
matched with quite the same response in " I
the Friday.cross-country "runs for fun. "
The re gul ar season for many of the
Delorenzo stated that attendance had been
"I Play " intramural sports is over and this
poor an d added , "with all the people out
week has seen the beginning of the playoffs. running today,^i t seems a shame that there
Five sports were offered this season
can 't be some friendl y competition." '
"
in the "I Play" program; touch football ,
The "I Play" intramural sports program is organized and run by paid student '
men 's soccer , volleyball, women 's soccer
commissioners who apply for the job when
and cross-country. Touch football and
there is an vacancy available. Paul Spillane '
men's soccer were the most popular sports
with the entry of thirteen and ten teams /' - ' and David Hull are the football commis- <
respectively.' Volleyball was slightl y less sioners , Brian Hoffman the soccer.compopular , with active competi tion'between
' missioner, J ay Krussel the volleyball com- - '
only eight of the original twelve team ros- '
.missioner, and Artie Sullivan the crosscountry commissioner.
,
ter.
The women 's intramural soccer
. ¦ The completions of the "I Play " , proved to be so popular that a women's
' playoffs leaves a period in which there is '
soccer, club was formed with the "backing
little for off-season athletes to do. Delorof Student Association funds, Coach Gene
•enzo is presendy open to any suggestions, , s
as
to what athletic students want to nlnv '
prodirector
of
the
"I
Play"
Ddorenzo,
1
gram , commented that tne women soccer •
His prospective January program' spor ts ' *
f
are ice hockey, cross ' country skiing, tennis.
players have selected .Randy Pappad pllis
as their coach and Chris Noonan as their _ *
aquatic events, men's and women's basket- .
, faculty advisor, both of whom are very enball , andindoor lacrdsseJ Prospective sccont
,
thusiastic,
'
' semester sports are Softball, volleyball, , .
) The success of the touch football ,
V . ' '
and squash . ~
v soccer and volleyball offerings has not been
, . » ,• . continued on p age I S ' "
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Glenn Coral
formances which deserve mention. All ran- f ¦
- well at B owdoin: Captain Dan Ossbff took a
first place victory, J on Bees, took third ,; Dur- ;
can Whitn ey captured fifth , followed closely
by sixth ,place Mike Thursto n, and Neil Moy '
nihan grab b ed a key ninth spot.
At Plymouth State , Qssdff again turne d
in aii outstandin g performance , finishing thii y
Mike Thurs ton and Duncan Whitne y placed '
eleventh and twelfth respectivel y.
Coach Wescott reflected on the Mule 's
performance; "The- team had a good season,
running especiall y well at Bowdoin and Ply- mouth State . Individuall y, Mike Thurston fail
very well as a freshman. He !Il be quite ' ah' ;
asset when he gains his confidence. Duncan "
has great talent and he was also a great asset-1
• "As for Dan 's performance; perhaps wc
(as a team) looked to him too much. One
After defeatin g the Polar Bears , the Mules can 't expect miracles. He wor ked very hard
this year and it paid off.
red the meat of the season. On October
'
Thou ghts now turn to next fall. Coach
'th , Colby joined eight other teams at the .
Wescott is somewhat reserved ; "We did not
touth State Invitational. Riding high off
have great depth this year. To improve , we
ie victory at Bowdoin , the Striders finiby J onatha n Greens pan
must utilize our top six runners as a nu cleus
a strong third place in the meet and
on which , to build a strong team. A key to
:d home a tro phy.
Norton and J immy Bindlef , proved to be
The 1978 soccer season has not only
this will be future recruitin g."
Following Plymouth State were the
the
stro ngest part of the squad. During
heen a huge success for the Varsity squad ,
The track and field program is off to
their
six game streak , opponents were able to
"AGs and the State meet . Overall , the
but also a very product ive year for the Junior
a
fine
beginnign
under
Coach
Wescott.
The
break
throug h for only five goals. In losing
i did not perform as well in these meets
Varsity. Coached under the direction of
cross-countr
y
half
of
their sensational back -line the varsity
team
has
learned
much
from
him
;
Mickey Goulet , the 'bab y mules ' served no
ey had earl ier in the season. However ,
and
he
in
turn
,
on these men to fill the vacancies a
has
learned
much
.
Continued
will
rely
capped ott the schedule with anothe r
injustice to their Varsity counterparts. The
year
from
now.
impro
vement
is
hi
gh on the priority list and
y over Unity, bring ing their winnin g .
J .V. dominated their opponents throug hout
future sucess is certain.
Sitting back and enjoy ing it all in the
ntage to :6O0.
the year witnessed by their 7-2 record , innets was the other co-captain , J onathan
cluding a season ending six consecutive vicGreenspan who for the second consecutive
tories.
season played admirably. By recording four
Included in the string were two vicshutouts , J on and the defense claimed a very
tories against SMVTI , a team previousl y unbeaten in three years of play, a 3-2 triump h
respectable 1.1 1 goals against average.
BowRebounding from a disappointing 3-6
over UMO at Orono , a 4-2 slashing of
season a year ago, Coach Goulet in his second
doin , and a 4-0 whitewash of Bates in the
year as J unior Varsity coach achieved a very
season finale.
••
pro mising 7-2 record . More importantl y than
Fro m backline to front , the team was
solid. In netting a recor d 28 goals, the Mules
the winning season is the potential for several
had balance throug hout their lineup. This
of the players to make the jump to Varsity
was evidenced by the fact that every forward
next year. Quoting Coach Goulet , "The
and halfback recorded his name in th e scoring strength of a program depends on its depth .
bookj.all but one in the goal column.
With a solid J unior Varsity squad , as the one
Leading the team up fr ont , Portland
We had this year , we have the potential to
nativ e Dan Roy led all scorers with a hefty
fill th e gaps left by graduating seniors. It
eight goals. Virtuall y un stoppable during the
has to be' a feeding ground and by the exploits
second half of the year , Dan netted seven
of several performers on Varsity this year
over th e final four games. Midfielders Ivor
(J unior players a year ago) it is evident that
Lunking and David Strage were vital parts
we are achieving our goal, to build a solid
of the record setting squad , as they consissoccer program at Colby. "
tently controlled the flow of the games.
The importance of this years solid
Def ensively , while r ecording four shut
effort by the J .V. 's will be furth er measured
in the near futur e as th ey fill the ranks of this
outs , the Mules gave up but ten goals. The
Baer
co-captain
J
im
foursome
of
' Women 's Cross< Country runners prepared f a i ra ii mile
ten
acious
,
year 's very successful Varsity squad.
¦ ¦ fou nt '
| .|J.i Z ..'•' • ¦- . . . -. ¦ • • .. . .' ' .-¦¦ .
¦¦ . . -•' ' - ¦ ' ¦• ¦ ' ¦
' ¦ ''
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Nick
'
Hyndman,
fulls
Bob
.
:
and
freshmen
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Seven weeks ago, the men's cross-cbun:eam took to the roads of greater Water - in preparation for the forthcoming seaToday, they can look back upon the
on and be more than satisfied .
This fall marked the .first coaching seaat Colby for track and field coach J im
ott. The pluses far exceed the minusess coaching debut.
The team opened the season very '
ngly, outpacing Unity College, MMA and
'I. They ran well against two toug h op:nts , Tufts and Central Connecticut. In
of the close setbacks to these 'teams , the
ers retained their confidence and stepped
owdoin , ifor the first time in eight
;, four days later. At this point in the .
n Colby cross-country boasted a 4-2 re-

J . V.Soccer Has
Successfu l 7-2 Season

FieldHocke y •Quiz Answers

V
continued f r om p a g e13
s and tighter defensive play.
O rono scored following a pause in
for an injury, near the end of the first
This fired the Mules up and saw them .
sly in their offensive circl e for the
in'ing minutes .
UMO did not net their second goal
mid-way into the second half. Colby,
e the defeat, continued to play well
he end ; The Mules had 16 shots on
) Orono 's 20. In the cage, Bunnell had
'• • . •" • . ' .y ' ¦
cs, t o Orono 's,5. .
UMPI went on to heat USM to:win
urna ment. Their-onl y loss in season
m to Ctolby 1-0, '
Despite their final losses, Colb y has '
a long way under the direc tion of
oach Debbi e Pluck. A 3-10 season in
aw a big improvemen t in 1977 to
Her second year saw her continued ,
» brin ging the season record to, 10- •
he team will gradua te^ two str ong .,
s|captains JHiliary J ones and Blair ' . "' - ,- .
urn ; Returning the irest , as ' well as most
J V«; shptiM hrinff another trobd season

1) Mickey Mantle hit a home run measured
at 565 ft.
2) Roger Hornsb y won the triple crovirn in
1922 and 1925.
3) "Wee " Willie Kecl er had 202 singles in the
1898 season . ¦ - ; ; . ' .
v
t

•^r Play"

continued from pa ge14
Delorenzo stresses the need for student input because without it , sports pro
gram s will not be organized and student
commissioners , referees , etc. , will not be

7

4) Stan Musial and Nate Colbert share the
honor hitting five home runs in a double
header. Colbert played for San Diego
accomplishing the feat in 1972-, Musial did it
in 1954 for St. Louis.
5) Babe Ruth had 170 walks in 1923.
6) Bob Gibson of the St. Louis Cardinals.

9) joe Nuxholl played at the .oge pf 15 years ,
¦ ¦¦ , - '
'
¦
10 months , ..y.
.
. ;¦ . ' ' :: ' " ' ; ' ' " ¦'
10) Tom Burleson is 7 ft. 4 in! tali.

,

7) The last perfect game was in 1968 and the
pitcher was J ames "Ca tfish " Hunter.
tp capabl y sub in for inju ries and provide
constant Support. They finished 2-1-3 under
the steady guidance of Pat Hicksbn ;
To the coaches who guided the team
t o t heir best season , and the Colby community who ;was faithful in its support , t he
team extends its sincere thanks. >'

8) Ron Hunt

1 l)J ohn Havlicek set the record with the
Celtics betw een 1963 ahdiT977. ;
12) Wilt Chamberlain y, - ,;' '' y Z; .
. 13 ) Oscar Robertso n ^

:
14) Don Smith . "- : .
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15) ROck Marciano went nine years as a pro
withou t losing a fight.

hired . He believes that something more
than just the basic sports ought to be of- ;
fered , but he wants the studen t bod y to
take the initiative ,, rather than the athletic
department. Those .students who.wan t more
more creative intramural sports programs
are urged to get in touch with . Gene Delorenzo at the fieldhouse or call him during
normal \working hours (ext. 227) before the
end of the semester.
"I Play " sports are open to all athletes and non-athletes , except varsity athletes who arc not permitted to play ther
particular varsity sport at intramural leye).
Delorenzo believes that Colb y should offer
more than an academic educa tion to its
student bod y and explain s that intramural
sports par ticipation is aimed at providing •*
some friendl y compe titio n, otherwise not "
open to many stude nts. The intramur al '
sP°»s pro gram gives 'a Stude nt the opport uni t y to enjoy his or her bod y in at hlet ic
par t lcipatiQn , an oppor jeunity. which De- >
lorenzo believes ought to be taken by
everyon e;' '
¦

L.LLL

CBUEe
Crib Notes should be submitte d
Monda
y night at the Echo office.
by
There will be 'Flu' shots available for
students, staff , and faculty on Tues. Nov. 7,
1978 at the Garrison-Foster Health Center
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
'Flii' shots will also be available on
Wed . N ov. 8 in Roberts Dining Area from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Thurs. Nov. 9 in Dana Dining Area
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.; Thurs. Nov. 9 in
Dana Dining Area from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. and on Fri., Nov. 10 in Foss Dining
Area from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The
¦<
charge will be $2.25.
-Nurse Sargent
IMBIMMMHWn
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:. :;... Oh Mpn. Nov> p at .9 pm in Dana Lounge
, A new course will be of fered this spring,
there
will be a meeting for kll students inter"French Film" will offer an introduction
ested
in
studying in the Far East or interested
to French cinema from the earliesrworks
in.
Domestic
Exchange next year. Information
(Lumiere, 1895) to contemporary ones, with
will be provided by program directors and by
presentations on film techni que and the evstudents who have participated in the various
olution of French filmmaking and in-class
programs; Any interested students or-faculty
discussion on nine works to be shown this
members are invited to come.
spring. A 3 credit course with no knowledge
of French required ; a 4 credit course for those
,".'-;¦; Lost: Sat. Night, a liquid silver bracelet
attending one additional class period conivith an oblong jad e stone; Sentimental value.
ducted in French, with papers written in
If found please contact Lisa, x5 35.
French. Course fee : $15.00. All showings
(Mon. and Wed.) open to all, all films will be
Found: Oct. 20, one ring at Phi Delta.
subtitledin English.
¦ -- '
If yours, contact Doug at x5 54.
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read these
You probaMyhave
the Stb.
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S ^^ Because there's going to be nothing straight
about a CHEECH & CHONG film.
I
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To whomever took my blue Scott Paper
Mil" bowling shirt from Roberts Union about
2 weeks ago: I wouldgready appreciate your
returning it, since I am emotionally attached
to it - it .has.personal significance. Piease call Andy Hante at 873-6457. Thanks.

^
^ ^

7dgaals
of cancer...

\t as the Deltas
w
against the rules.. . .

There will be an informational meeting
for all sophomore men who, signed up for
Student Judiciary Board position interviews
on Wed. Nov. 8 at 6 p.m.

Lost: One white cardigan sweater. If
y; ;On election day, Tuesday, Novi 7, car found , please return to Cathy Courtenaye
LORIMER CHAPEL
transportation from the Colby campus to ¦ '
¦ ""'
at x 530.
'V' - "
SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 5
the poUs will be available at 6*, 6:30 ancf/ 'y y
^
11 a.m.
7 p.m. In addition to those time periods and
Lost/gold l.D. bracelet with "Katine" - ,
Freshman
Parents Weekend Service the Colby Jitney's regular runJs,;rides to :
engraved oh -it; If found please return to
Sermon by Chaplain Thorwaldsen
the polling place will be provided by calling •. Karen Gickas, Foss 234, x526.
'
'
"•
873-0222.
Special music of harpsicord arid flute
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1.Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
8.A. sore that does not
heal. .
9.Unusual bleeding or
discharge. 4.Thicl<ening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.
. ".Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
O.Obvious change in
wart or mole.
7.Maggingcough or
hoarseness.

8.A fear of cancer that can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage. A stage
when it is highlycurable. Everyone's afraid
of cancer, but don't let
it scare you to death.
5 1 American Cancer Society
-h:i sritt ,-cMipi tpvrr p iy thi puhhhh as a r itiesmn

Career Watch
International
The St. Andrew's Society offers
graduates scholarships of $5,000 to cover
expenses of Americans who want to study
in Scotland!
Journalism, Printing, Publishing, Graphics
The Newspaper Fund offers a salaried
summer internship ona major newspaper,
plus a $1,000 scholarship to students planning on graduate studies in Journalism! The
application deadline is December 1.
The Education Council of the Graphic
Arts Industry offers Fellowships to seniors
planning to study printing^ publishing of
packaging, and later, work at the professional
and management or educational level of
>¦:'
the graphic communications industry.;
'
'
'
. • ¦'

¦ "•'

"
. ' .• "

.

y--- •
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Mi inority Fellowships Programs

The American Association for Jewish
Education offers grant programs for students
seeking careers in J ewish Education. The
program offers grants to supplement starting
salaries and supervised professional growth
"'
opportunities.
Science Fellowship Programs
The National Science Foundation
offers $3,000 scholarship programs in engineering, math, physical sciences, earth sciences
physics, life and medical sciences, psychology
and social sciences. Awards are presented to
students who have demonstrated ability and~
aptitude for" further study in those fields.
Scholarsh ips can. continue for three years
of study.
The New York State R egents Program
offers scholarships to New York Residents
who are planning on professional study in w "
dentistry or medicine. Scholarships include
as much as $1,000 per year for four years.
-.. ' / The,National Society of Public Accouritants'6'ffers scholarships tb^students
interested in Public Accounting; Applicants
must have an average grade of "B" or better
in accounting.

. A consortium of the "Big Ten" and
the University of Chicago offers extensive
fellowship programs to minority students
who are seeking to pursue a doctoral degree at
For more information on these and
one of their schools. Subjects preferred fall other programs, contact Career Planning in
in the humanities and social sciences.,
Lovejoy 110.
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irsday, November 2,1978 '-. As the consequence of a very generous, '
ymous, gift'by a Spaniard interested in
iering~Spanish-Amercian relations, Acaic Year Abroad, Inc., is able to offer .holarships of 35,000 pesetas each (aplmately $500) to properly qualified apnts from U.S. Colleges and Univer; for study at the, Universidad de ilfadrid
e Spring Semester , 1979, Applicants,
must have studied Spanish but need
>e-Spanish majors , should write, stating
grade, college, and any scholarships or
ts currently Being held, to : Academic
Abroad, Spanish Scholarship Committee
Box 50, New-Paltz, NY, 12561.
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What would Socrat es
thinkof O'Keefe?

Kate McQueen; Maine lesbian femin- ;
ill he speaking on aspects of the les- •
lifestyle on Monday evening'; Nov. 6
in
30;ih the^Smith Room Roberts.'Ms
:n-is-the second of a serifes of guest•;.;. ..
;ers presented b y the Colby Women's :

K^^it^i 5>*'j**' ** **

[ ^^ :- . ¦ ':: ' '.
z ' " ' :.::: '
^ z~y:zv:
^ z, :

iRT^IlGNAL PEN PAL SEI^CE - 7; - ^
to^ sparkle your life wiA special pen;
Write-"today;' for^ FREE questionnaire:", tI.
ddiip' 'tonhectitinv' P.O. Box 110,,
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NEW YORK TIMES
¦*: REPRESENTATIVE ; "
Needed for 2nd Semester
See Jim Zeridmah x523.
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If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident.
• It has a/hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
And ,the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.
.
¦Z We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not
question: It 's too good to[Quip. As any rational man can taste.
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© Edward Julius , 197 8 . ' Collegiate- CW78-6
¦¦
. . : - ACROSS .. ! . : 7"
: 1 Dis .colorations ..:•:
•'"
7 --— Coast -(India) .
14.Floating structure . 16 City irT TeJcas..., ". - ." ,
; 17 Country in,Africa '
, • ' 18 Concise
..- .- " ¦;: • "
19 Prefix: mouth ,' • '
' 2 0 Very pale
'
¦
22 Hell-known ;'
¦. -. - "Sfmaga 'zine. ¦¦¦.- , ".., '—.. .- .- . .
' . 23 Richard Deacon 'role
• 24 Hath concept ,. for."
short
"' ¦ -.•• ¦'''
- ¦¦ . 2 5 Young 'boy•,•-• .26. .' "Beat .,It !'.'¦ ..'¦ :.:.,..
"28 Employing 7
. 3 0
d'Azur
¦,
.' 31 Put the footbal l
into play
¦ 33 Stirred up

35
36
37
40

Re tained .

48 Word .m. Cagney
. phrase
49 ;Regipn of India ;.
50 .'Organization
for/
¦¦'- • Ben'!'Casey-' ¦ ¦ _, • • ¦
51 Prayer part .y
53 Lacking delicacy
55~Cut :'" ' " :56 Dug-out canoe.' . 58-Mi 1k glass.
,
:
..;

60 Repeat:
61 Trifling .;.'.;-' : ;

62 Mexican-garb
63-0ffi.ce workers '¦

,!"
10 "Thanks
lr .Mussolini", et al.
12 En liven
13,Went v backward
15"Carpentry,- item
21 Nullify .
"
27 Duped
¦
28 -— Volta
. ¦'
29 Miss Garson
30 Garden vegetables
32 Prefix: child
34 Clod 4 .
36 Disloyalty

37
,.
38
"
y . DOWN
39
1..Tie's. " .'. , . ./ .,'.
40
41
. 2 Mexican Indians
3 From Luanda
42
4
veto
45
5..' .":
. ...¦'
iron bars 47

a/cage"
6 Begrime " ¦¦'
-¦
. 7 Slander
, v .
8 "The Story of —Favors
Boy" , , . ,.
. ..... 43 Vigor
„/
::
9 Official permit
44 Less cooked :" . . (abbr.)- 46 Prophet . '..- . -

Furniture wood.
Withdraw - -

; solution on pa ge6

52
53
54
55
57
59

Ancient Egyptian
god
Anc i ent As i an ¦
Affair need - ".
Mala yan boat
Straighten again
Type of class '
Concurs
„. .
Badgerl i ke
animals '

Miss ' Bayes
Good-looking
Name for , a dog '
Voucher .7 .
Hiatus ' .
White House girl
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On election day,
to Tuesday Nov. 7, car transportation
from Colby campus the polls will be available nt
; 6 6 :3° an^ 7Pm- In addition to those times and the
S^
^
^
^
^ JI ^HM
tK^
^
^ U
r'
^ra!
regular runs, rides to the polling
be
will
place
provided by calling 873-0222. "' ' ¦'¦
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a/ .. T,Vyward,? P0.1"^ I>lilcc is at the Kennebec
% Valley Vocational Technica l Institute. The
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election
:.% so at Waterville City ¦ Hall
¦
¦
¦ ¦ ¦'day..
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' . Judy Kany for State Representative
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Credit Alternative

Closing The Gap

that Colby is striving for..! excellenceiit all
times,'.'is kind of scary. Something is veryTo the Editor:
wrong if the excellence of the student qua;
Last week's "Echo Chamber " on course stiident( due to the excellence of the instiloads ' was' very .-' disturbing. It pained -me ;t o see tutio n) is riot measured ;by the 'number of
concepts mastered , whether they be concenMessrs . Singer and-Ham .-both very articulate
trated in one ar ea of study or spread over the
writers , not debate the same subject. They
" ' • ¦'
kept blurring the distinction between work variety of areas.
load and courseload and made restructuring
\. The solution to the courseload problem
the curriculum look like a huge problem. :
is the correct mixture of concentration and
The workload of a course is. an elusive
breadth in,the . selection of cours es. This v
"optimal mix" is obviousl y Only determinabl e
quant ity..It is the relationshi p betweeen . ¦
the amount of hours spent on that subject and by each student and need not be constant .
the minimum requir ements of the course. The from semester to semester. Therefore , I proamount of study hours per course varies from pose that Colby offer all of its 3 credit course;
student to student with respect to ability and for a variable 3/4. credits.This might be. done
interest. The minimum requirements of a
by extended student research or by havin g
course are those concepts that are set out to
more intensive sejctiohs open up in.the same
be mastered ; Both of these components are
course. There seems to be. many interesting
highly abstract and difficult for any academic possibilities.
*
...
body to control. Let 's assume away this proI think the idea of giving academic
blem by havin g the semester , workload (if
credit to J an Plan is dangerous. J an Plan , as
there is such a defined quantity) fixed.
I see it, is an opportunity to do different
The problem 'of restructurin g the curtyp es of things, academic or otherwise. Pickriculum becomes the amount of courses carried Tng" up an extra course oyer J anuary would
given a fixed workload . If this formulation of not only make the Colby year more tedious ,
the problem is valid then many of Singer and bur would-in the lohg run , convert
J an plan
Ham 's arguments do not apply. A five course
into just another semester and turn out acasemester would no more drown studen ts in
demicall y narrow graduates. I hope that this
a sea of work , nor would it impose any
result would run counter to the purpose of
more fines for extra curricula * activities , than any Colby curriculum , no matter how it is
would a four course j>ejmester. The argument
structured.
that a five course semester is better capable
Mark Kruge r
at "maintainin g and increasing the recogniton s

Anthony 's appointment as Chairman of the Board of Trustees is a
promising one. The man has a distinguished background of service to-Colb y, to the
academic world , and to the country. He will und oubtedl y be dedicated to the challenging task he will face in the next few years.
. , • Colby has just completed a very active developmental stage. With a new
president next year , it will embark upon a new period of growth . It will be up to the
future president and the Board of Trustees to make th ose crucial decisions that will
determine - Colby's character in the forthcomin g years. .
Anthony 's role on the Board will be a vital one. We hope that he will be
seriousl y committed to discerning the asp irations and sentiments of the studen t body.
Throug h increased contact with the students , he should be able to gain t more than a
few insights to aid him in guiding the Board in their all-important decision makin g.
Colb y needs to become a more humanistic institution , .and a closer working relationship between students and Trus tees could hel p in that respect.
We believe the students are read y and willing to take part .in long term
planning for the future of Colb y. We believe Anthony is a man quite capable in pre:
siding over the Board in the best interests of Colb y. Now we hope the two can come
together on a common meeting ground to move with confidence into the years ahead

No More Overload
The Educati onial Policy Committee is presentl y evaluating a section of the Bundy
subcommittee Report concernin g area requirements; at their last meetin g, EPC rejected
hat proposal. - Subsequent discussion centered on alternative chan ges. '
One proposal of the Bundy report , a new definition of are as of srudv. aimed "at
ncreasing exposure to a broader range of subjects. It did hot make any suggestion to
aise the actual numoer or courses required .
At the last EPC meeting, the Bundy proposaL owas tentativel y rejected. Discussion
bcused on a suggestion to raise the number of courses required to ten—three in each
of the present divisions , two to be taken within one department , the tenth being a free
choice. ' •
y"
Whether or not the Bund y proposal would have facilitated greater diversity of
Jt udy is irrelevant . Its purpose was never to raise the actual number Of required courses
mt to ensure student experi ence in a rich er variety than before. It th e EPC continues
J ong the pr esent lines it will bypass this central issue and increase the weight of stu¦
- . .. >
.
lent course loads instead .
reflect
the
desire
for a liberal arts education.
shoud
Colby
at
req
uirements
Course
overload
on
students
that already exists.
increase
the
should
they
Jut in no way

IlLif

Submerged
To the Editor;
I agree very strong ly with Steve Singer 's commentary in favor of a change to a
four course schedule which appeared in the
Oct. 26 issue of "Echo. " I believe the change
is needed. I also believe that it would not
endanger , but rather promote the quality of
th e Colby system. I find it hard to believe
th e amount of work involved in staying r
above water with a five course semester. It ''
is a technical impossibility to devote a prop-'
er amount of time for each course and be
other 'th an a holed-up study machine , mu ch
less any kind of a well-rounded student. .
President Strider realizes this change is fit- :
ting for Colby at this point in its metamorp hosis. Bra vo11 am in total agreement. I
¦
hope *the Educational Policy Committee . -¦-?
heeds another . stud ent opinion to sway ,its'..„¦¦
decisi on . in the right direc tion.

Ilf f¦

Elizabeth D. Shackfor d
Philip N. Glouchevitc h
Margaret K ; Saunders
J ane E. Eklund
J oseph W. Notch kiss J r.
Samuel S. Weiser ' ., Z
¦• "' ¦•
Linda J . Frechette
Lawrence 0. Branyan III
Brigitt e M. Raquet
Andrew L. Frankiel
Andrew B. Choate
y
Christopher C. Mo rrill
Michael R. Donihu e
.
J ames P. Zendman
Wayne R . GombotZ

Editor in Chief
,
ManagingEditor
Executive Editor
NewsEditor
Art Editor
'
. Sports Editor " •
Features Editor
contributing Editor
Theatre Editor
Photo graphy Editor
Photography Editor
Production Manager, ,
Business Manager
AdvertisingManager
Circulation Manager

;
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Typi sts:
Susan Whalen , Sarah Swager , Paulct te Lynch , Dorcas Benner , J oycelyn
Bar t kervicius , Lynn Ploof; Linda Freche tte
',
, ,
'
Proofreaders :
.
, Vivian
Melise
Maggiom
Ingrid. MacFarlane , Eileen Conway, Sarah Watrous ,
Bogdonoff , Cheryl Salisbuiy ,. Barbara Bpthwell
<

¦
Layou tr • . - : . -'

¦
¦
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Eliza Dorsey, Burr J ohnson , Mark Labdon , Bruce Brown , Doug Dau ^kts

Photo graphy:

-

;

Tim Sprin ger

-

Dan Crocker , Tina Chen , Mark Etscovits , D.R., Victor Vesnaver , Frank
'
- [- , - Howell , J ulie Morton , Ka thy Dwyer , Andy Kaye, Bruce Fields
'
J ohn EgintOn
J ason Pelleticr , Dave Mi tchell , Emily Lindemann

Seri ous intramural

To the ¦ Editor
:
' . :-- . •
" .- " /it
" - ¦
I would like to express my disappointment in the "I Play" intramural soccer .pr ogram. This year it has become too serious , .
moving away from the original intent to entourage a lot of partici pati on on an infor mal
basis. This year if one team brin gs 9 players ,
and the other brings 11; th e game is played y,
9 on 11, not 9Jpn 9 or 10 on 10 as occured , . ,'
before. Previousl y , games wer e played which
ensur ed even teams and game time for all the
¦
• ¦'"•;. . ¦"
' "¦ - players. The seriousness of refer ees has also beei
a problem. Durin g one game last week , a
player was down on the field .obviousl y hurt ' \
for quite some time ; The ref eree allowed pli )
ito continue right over him , as if it was World s
Cup Soccer. Is intramural soccer wort ^tiuW
ing someone over? I would like to %e tjie; :i ,
serious competition taken out and the ''fun ff
brou ght back into the game.
¦
. ¦ ¦ -:: ¦::¦ . '- :¦' y .> . • . : Mark Smith y ; V

':
' : '
' ¦ ¦' " ¦¦ ' : ¦ ' ' ¦
¦
'
temews with Maine politicians and other nev*
-• ¦: : : z : ' r / - z : : z z , - - ' "
¦;
': makers , put together ;.c6mp l.ete eiecdon ;cojy^ .'.
' :- Alumni Plea'¦
.
' ' ¦; . ' ¦ '
¦
¦ ' '
,
: . . ' . . ¦¦/, ¦ -, ' ¦ ' ,
... . ¦' ' ' ¦ ¦i ' .' '
;
.. ' .' i
•.
7
erage for , the races of ^ ip7 '6.iw weU as doing
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
To The Edito r : V y; .;; .. . y . , 1 ;;, /.' Z . [ Z Z radio shows each| week, arid help ing manage
As a rather active , former member .
ith e over all fanning of tKe>station.\
¦ 'ZZ l wasI lucky to have this kind of exper of the staff of WMHB Jt concern ed me
a great deal when I heard of a likely cutback ; ience at ;Colby;;Today I'm the; program - dir- ;
in fonds arid possible closing of the station.
ector ofa: major markct i 50»P00 watt fm roe
I' m not going to make a passiona te plea for
st at ion , in Charleston , S.C. Others who have
the restoration of funds , whatever you end
gone throug h WMHB in recen t years have
up doing is up to you. I would like to tell you also benefited, from the experien ce. Phil Red<
- abou t me.
is the program director fo a 50,000 watt fm ,
I went to Colby and graduated as a Bio- soft rock stati on in Mass., ^arid this year won
logy major. While I was there , however , I be- * Billboard 's award as a top radio personali ty ,
came involved with the radio station and was , in the countr y, Mark Fisher is music direc exposed to a whole new thing. What I learned tor of a stat ion in Maine , Mark Lawren ce,
and the tra ining I got while working at WMHB a program direc tor of WGUY in Bangor ,
Vfas invalu able. I was abl e to pro duce our own I and J onathon Levine is working T.V. ,
- local news, work with network news, do innews at a station in the midwest. And . I' m ,
I'
'sure there are many more. *
All letters mutt be signed and submitted by MonWe got a lot out of WM HB. You can
v day evening. Names,will he withheld upon request '.
too»WMHB needs your support , not the
The Colby ECHO reserves ihe right to shorten any
letter, If we receive sevenneiters concerning one
Bob Kaake 77
topic of interest, we may print only a represente e Program ' Direc tor '
live letter, ., . .
WK TM Charles ton, SC ,
¦
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by Richard Schreuer
It is commonly believed that indusalization and technological progress are
ys to raising the standard of living in
s developed countries . (LDCs). This is
cause through raising their levels of predion LDCs can increase their exports
d thus gain Valuable foreign .capital .that
needed to purchase food and-consumer ;
ds. However, since most LDCs have nei:r large amounts of capital or technical
pertise it is impossible for them to ad- .
ice on their own. This is where the
ibal corporation comes in. These comnies, predominandy based in the U.S.,
ssess both the needed capital and experi- '
ce to help the LDC advance. By setting
subsidiaries in the LD Cs themselves, they
jjvide jobs (usually at higher than average
ges) and taxes that can be used to build
lools, highways, and all those other nesities for civilized living. In return for
is service, the global corporation earns a
sonable profit , gains control over .resourand expands its market.
This version of the story portrays a
e picture because everybody benefits.
C's overcome their problems as they are
ded gently into the developed world,
1 at the same time global corporations
n a tidy profit. Unfortunately, this story
about as much basis in fact as the noi that "Wonderbread helps build strong
lies twelve ways." The idea tftat corations are.providing a service in return
r their profits is nothing but a rationaliion dreamed up by those business and
rernment leaders who are humane enough
feel guilty about the havoc that global
gorations are creating in the Less Devel- ' ' .. '
:d World.
The reality of the situation is that
their constant search for profits, global
potations, and by association the U.S.
eminent, are supporting bloody, military
tators, perpetuating the problem of
vation,-erecting barriers to the LDCs .
clopment as an autonomous state and
cing all the ills of an industrial society on
an unsuspecting population. These facts
obscured because global corporations
/e been.able to perpetuate a host of .,
'ths about their activities in the Less
veloped World . Let me support my
fe by debunking a few of these myths.
My th No. 1: global , corp orat ions create
while it's tru e, that foreign investment
tes jobs in the short run , in the long run
ctually destroys them. This is because
iign companies rely on technolo gy t hat
cveloped for the industrialized world ;
efore it is very capital intensive and
ir saving. Thus, human labor, which is
LDCs greatest asset is converted into
ibility . Look at these figures: at the
inning of the 1960s (a decade which
incredible increase in foreig n investit in the LDCs) unemployment in the
d World was.about 27%, by t he end of
'60s it was up to' 30%. Per dollar, of »
s global firms are only half the number
mployces as to local firms. Compare
with China, an LDC which boot ed out
ign corporations; By using labor interi, locally designed technolog ies t hey *
: virt ually' eliminat ed t heir problems of
mployrnent and starvation,
Myth No. 2; By lielphig the LDCs to de, global corp orations are helping to decrease
Income differential between rich and poor,
thus aiding in the abolition of poverty: , [. '

in, this is completely false. Because cor
ttioris are making a whopping profit • '
n their foreign investments (usuall y
n 50 to 400% according to the presiC p f a major U.Si firm) and paying exroely low wages (about $1 per day in

Hong Kong) the wealth gap between nch
and poor countries is continuing to grow.
For example, a study by the World Bank
revealed that the 1960s (the decade of
development) showed a striking increase
in income, in absolute and relative terms,
for the richest 5% of the world while the
share of poorest 4-0% shrank. The, income
gap also widened within the LDCs themselves. For instance, a study by the InterAmerican Development Bank showed that
in the early 1950s the richest 20% of Mexi
co's population had ten times the income
of the poorest 20%. By the mid 1960s the
rich had increased their share to 17 times '
what the poor received. ,

. , Myth No. 3: global corporations are helping to eliminate starvation. Unfortunatel y,

this is another untruth. Because the LDCs
are receiving an ever decreasing amount
of the world's wealth and because unemployment is being increased, global corpor
ations are aggravating poverty and starvation, not helping it.

Myth No. 4: Global corporations are indispensible to an LDCs development because
they provide the necessary capital: Once again

this is blatantly false. On the average, global corporations obtain 78% of their investment funds from within the LDC, but
take 52% of the profit away. A U.N. study
revealed that in most cases an LDC would
be better off financially if it relied completely on its own capital. This demonstrates that while the global corporations
are very good at extracting profits from
1 the third World , they are not necessary for
development. .A LDC would be much better off raising the needed capital and then .
hiring experts to design technologies more
isuited to local needs ; and even if local
sources of capital are limited it is possible
for an LDC to float a bond as Brazil did
in 1972.
Another problem with global corporation is that they encourage internal
meddling in foreign nations. Because it is
perceived as vital to protect business inter
ests, countries like the United States have
r

On LDCs
And
MNCs

'

overs of MNCs and government removals of
MNCs from various countries". For example, in-1970 Chile took over Citicorp's bran ch
there . At the same time Chile also nationalized the copper industry, forcing several
largeU.S. firms to leave.

As political analyst Raymond Vernon
•points out, "Even as national leaders have been
disturbed by the growth of multinational enterprises, many of them have sensed that
their bargaining power has actually been increasing in the dealings with such enterprises."
by Mark McAuliffe
According to Vernon, the reason for bargain- '
ing power of those countries dealing with
The myth of the big bad m ultinational
MNCs is competition. As more companies
corporation (MNC) still lives with us. Despite have expanded abroad to take advantage of
the continuous inflow of information showing investment opportu nities, many governments
the worth of MNCsj people still look upon
have found themselves with several MNCs atthem with some contempt. There are basictempting to open up plants in their countries,
ally two main criticisms of MNCs which have this has caused more and more MNCs to offer
fu eled the myth .
better deals to host countries in terms of tax
payments, employment, etc. Economic theory
predicts this process will continu e for some
First there is the belief that MNCs are . time until the costs of increased expansion
becoming something of a new power exerting exceed the benefits. As long as this expansion
their economic influence on governments
continues, world income distributions should
throughout the world, The second major crinarrow ( or at least widen less rapidly.).
ticism centers on the idea that MNCs exploit
the countries in which they operate, especially
third world countries . While both these crito say that MNCs have no lnrluence on
ticisms have some truth to them, they are
the world economy would, of course, be foolclearly exaggerated .
ish. But even to the extent that MNCs do
control the economy, they tend to exert a
There is little question that in the last
st abilizing influence. Disruptive economic
20 years or so, interdependence among counconditions are bad for business as well as intries has become much greater, to be sure
dividual count ries, and to that extent MNC
MNCs have, to some ext ent , helped increase
goals are the same as the host country 's goals
world interdependence, but t he advent of t he
MNC is more a reaction to, rather than the .
cause of , greater interdependence. Williariri
.this brings us to the second mam criSpencer, president of Citicorp, views t he
t icism of mult inat ionals; t he b elief that while
belief that MNCs are becoming a world power
exert a stabilizing influence on t he
as "Utter nonsense, multinational corporations MNCs do
they have no incentive to
economy,
world
come under government control in every counhelp
improve
the
world distribution of wealth.
try where they do business. Any,companyi
If anything, opponents of MNCs believe that
operating abroad is dependerit on tFiTsuf- ,
large international firms try to increase the gap
ferance of the host government, not the
in world income by exploiting poor countries
other way around ."
.
by keeping wages low while, shipping more
wealth to more developed countries, the simthe dependence of multinational corple truth is the facts do not support this conporations on individual government s is clearly tention.
seen in the large number of government' take-

iecome involved in the domestic affairs of
many LDCs.
For example, the U.S. government
has aided rightist military coups in Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Greece, Indonesia, Guatemala,
and Iran. Furthermore, we give military support to some of the bloodiest dictators
that the world has ever known, merely
because they are friendly towards U.S.
corporations.
In short, in their insatiable search
for profits , global corporations are severely
aggravating the problems of the Third
World, In addition , the U.S. has to use its
economic and military power throughout
the world to protect them. The Less Developed World would have a much brighter
future if they were encouraged to form
their own companies and help themselves
progress. In addition , the world would be
a stable place without international business interests leading the maj or powers
r
astray.

-

Many critics of MNCs have
argued that
while mncs may provide substantial
oenetits
to the developed couuuh» ... « ""„ benefit
located , lesser developed countries find themselves in a much worse position. Only one or
two MNCs may offer to open plants in those
countries and therefore LDCs find themselves
having little bargaining power. While this may
be true to a certain extent , recent facts indicate that things are improving considerably.
Over 100 LDCs have formed at the U.N. what :
is known as the group of 77. According to
Raymond Vernon the group has been amazingly cohesive and has "established a common
front on multinationalsin such areas as capital, technology, amd access to markets. " To
be sure, at this point the demands of the LDCs
have been very general due to the varied beliefs of the countries involved , but the group of
77 is a start to better bargaining power for
LDCs.
Even before the group of 77 was formed
most LDCs were made better off by MNCs.
For example , several years ago Ford opened
an assembl y plant in Spain. Over a period of
3 years close to 500 million dollars was invested in Spain. More than 200 local Spanish
suppliers were contracted to supply over
65% of the plant 's production materials. The
plant employs over 9,000 workers and wages
are well.above die local standards.
Without a doubt there are examples of
MNCs exploiting LDCs but they are the exception not the rule. And as my good friend
Mr. Schreuer pointed out when discussing
unions, is this a reason for abolishing the
whole system? that 's like suggesting w e get rid
of the U.S. government after Watergate!! „.
tyhile there may be problems with multinational corporations they represent an ef-;
ficient att empt t o increase w orld product ivit y
and at the same time decrease the world income distribu tion. A recent stud y by the,U.N.
indicat es t hat we could easily reduce t he gap
bet ween 'have' and 'have no t' count ries 50%
by the year 2000. As former Ford President
Lee larocca stated "The know-how and the
technology arc available. The resources ^.
x
and manpower are there. the capital can be
generated , the challenge - for developed and
developing nations alike- is to put them all
together in the righ t combination. To make
them productive. It 's what the multinational
corporation does best. "
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Willie Tyson is a feminist , singer,
songwriter and humorist. A storyteller in
the Southern tradition , she weaves
images of the torment of adolescence,
the pain of love grown stale, and the
theThese often
frustrations of being female.
zaney commentaries lead
....„ , _, , , ,. audience
. - ¦;. '
. , /Willie
into
Her s satirical and imaginative
bag
music is a mixed
lyrics.
of
folk-rock, country and blues with a touch
of Jazz. Willie's voice and twelve-string
guitar are further enhanced by Susan
, : Abod, bass player and vocalist.
G listen to Willie Tyiwn for pure fun and
excitement and the sound of fine expressive •
. - •.'ringing....! am recommending Willie Tyson's
new album as I recommend anything she does."
• Maiyina Reynolds ; ¦ •

THE COLBY I M lE NS GIl OtJp Z

Feminist
In
Chapel
Willie Tyson, feminist singer aridvtwelve:
string guitarist , will give a concert at Colbj ^. •
on November . 1lth in Lorimer Chapel , Tyson ;•
plays a dynami c mixture of country -folk,
v
" 7
blues, and jazz. ,
She sings about social problems with
a feminist persp ective and a strong senese of
humor. -A long-time supporter of women 's
rights, Tyson is primaril y, a humanist and
claims "My music is androgynous- anyone can
listen to' it and eniov it On several levels."
. Tyson has produce d two albums , "Full
Count " and "Debutante ", both of which
have been highly praised for her combination
of lyrical skill, satiric wit, and musical ex- .->
cellence. She plays with some of the finest
women musicians in the country and will be
accompanied by Althea Waite on piano, Susan
Abod on ¦bass, and . Robin Flower on¦ lead
.:/ ' > :. > - . ' . - - .. ¦ '"
guitar. . " ':.-. > '

The Empire Brass.Quintet

J azz.Rock.AndClassica l Miisic
the Empire Brass Quintet , an excep;|! I '
ts il tional group of young musician s, whose ver;?!l|satility and extraordina ry musical ability
yjj have been highly acclaimed by music critics,
j;yfwill appear in Lorimer Chapel on Wed., Nov
!l ;?8 at 8 pm. A limitedinnumber of tickets to
f |rfiis second concert the Colby Music Se- ,
^
if ill es, is available by subscri ption throug h
blithe-Student Activities Office/
: ¦ ' '
'
' : ¦ ¦
¦
"¦
' ¦ >, y ' - • ¦ ¦ '
M ¦
the players in the Empire Quintet,
tyty
in'j R
' olf Smedvig and Charles A Lewis J r., trum
]Z\ jpeters; David Ohanian , horn player; Norman
7,yBolter , trombonist ; and Samuel Pilafian ,

tuba player , will .offer a diverse program incorpor ating elements ofjazz , rock and
classical music, the group 's members each
"deal in musical subtitles ," presenting chamber concerts without the aid of a percussi on,
string or woodwin d section, the quinte t,
plays "a wide variet y of music with super b
accuracy, rh ythmic zest, and a good deal of *
poetry. "
the Boston University based quintet
is the only brass ensemble to win the Naumburg Award , the most prestig ious award
available to a chamber music group, their '

||4Different And
Diffieiilt M
I
;-]!f , Powder and Wig will present Kennedy 's
|
^p dldren, thc controversial play by Robert
!$l (atrick , tonight at 8 pm in Strider theatre.
i;pjhe play can also be seen Friday and Satur"'
the same time.
d ay at
• ;: •• • . "¦
¦ ' •¦ '
' - ,; ¦ " '
¦
.
|;i y¦ ¦ . ' • •¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ' . ' : ' . - ' "
'¦
. .. • •
m ' ...
^|;j| . - Director Rich Uchida has been fnteresG:d in presenting Kennedy 's Clrildren since
,,, ( . if e firs t read of its rave reviews in London
" nd Washington D.C.
¦

¦

the plot concerns five characters who
[
,.,,,-, n/press
the impact of the sixties, these
pjij 'stock' ; characters consist of a homosexual
l^ictor , a Viet Nam vetera n, a schoolteacher ,
the next
I' i young girl with hopes of being
'student ac,
and
a
female
jjlarilyn
Monroe
i]j |
||vist . th ey are played by J im trumm , David
|
|
|'i| fbnd on, Chery l Peters , Alisa Dichl and Sue
5||j»oktor respectively. Veteran Colby actors
i;k |rumm and Miss Peters are joined by the
™*wee newcomers to make up what Uchida
I ji ifills "a young cast, relatively l speaking.6 "
my
: ' ^ :. - . Z¦ - .. , Z• . \. .: : :. -j,' -. . - . - ' :,.-;Z¦ - \ -¦ ,' - . ,..:1 - ¦ Z .¦ :- , '
M- ;!7;. '. ¦ , .,; ¦ .
.
. . ,
,
.
..
_
'¦$0<.Z The non-verbal part of the bartender
¦
j ftl played¦ ¦ by Bob J ohn. Z ¦ .-., ', - .; . ' '
'i ' ' '!¦'- .'}

" ' '• '

/- " .

- '.' .

'

¦
life -¦ ' ¦¦ . < ' • ¦ ' ¦>: ^ :'\^ : z.zz^ :: :' <:cz '

Concerning the production , Uchida
said , "It is a different and a difficult play. . "" .
It 's all done in monologues. None of the
Characters ever interact with each other ; they
thejTeach interact separatel y with the audi-'
ence. Also, there is physical interaction with
the bartender. "
.

He added , "the play will probably .
be considered boring by someone expecting
'
a lot o'f action - people running on stage,
brawls and things! the powerful vocal expres
sion* is what makes this play work" , y
Senior Rich Uchida has, in his four ,
years at Colb y, been inyolved in either the
technical or the acting side, of 20 produc.
tions. Kennedy 's Children is the fourth Powr
dcr and Wig play that he has directed.
David Projanski , a 1978 Colby gra duate , design ed the set and is acting as technical director. J ulie Morton is the assistiint
director and stage mana ger.
' v
.Tickets will be available at the boxy
office after 6 pm , $1.50 per person ,' $1 per
¦
Z . r . :-y ' ' .
student. '" ' ' '

other accomplishments include two perform
manccs for the Carter Inaugural Festival,
a special performance for Queen Elizabeth II
during her bicenten nial visit, two European .
tours , and a Columbia recording of American
Brass Band Journal.
the Boston Globe has said of this
group, "Brass quintets of serious ambition ;•
are few and far between and the Empire
Brass Quintet is at the top of the heap. '
the second concert of the music series, the
Empire Brass Quintet promises to electrify
the Colb y Music Series.

Witi&*- :^W:.
Roving
The Day

A new book of poetry by John G VWtte was
published this week by;Wdleyan Univaaty Press
• as Vdume 93 in dic Wedeyan Poctry Prog ^un. •
i

The concert will be produced b y the . '
all-women recording company Wise Women
Enterprises and is sponsored by the Colby
Women's Group . Tickets will be sold next
week outside all the dining halls at dinner , and
in the Spa at lunch.

BFeii^p ;:c,-i-Zy

Earnest

the Waterville Repertory Theatre 's upcoming production of Oscar Wilde's comedy
"the Importance of Being Ernest;" includes
many cast members .familiar to the Colby
¦'..'
Community. , -, ¦,'
the play is directed by Dr. Anthony
Betts, who will also appear on stage as Dr.
Chasuble. In addition to popping up from
time to time as sub in the college infirmary,
Betts appeared in the Colby production of
Shaw 's "too true to Be Good. " Betts and ;;. ' -,
his wife-Mary ( who will be featured as Miss
Prism) also play in the Colby Community
Symphony.
.'
-,
Performing Arts Profess or Richard Sew- ,
ell temporaril y gives up directing and has an
opportunity to app ear on stage himself-this
time as J ohn Worthing, thereb y becoming
an "uncle '' to his wife, Kim Gordon , who
' ^
plays inno cent Cecily.
' ." Worthing 's debonair friend Algernon Z
will be performed by Ray Pellerin. Pellerin
appeared with Becky ' Rogers on campus last
winter in "I Do, I Do" before joining the
summer Mainstagc company ; ,

• ' Thejpoems in Loving the Days speak ot .
connection: small successes amid many pains
and problems . Because Witte has chosen to >
live away from cities, in rural Maine , Vermon
J oyce Smith (75) was continuall y inand Oregon , his poems often give a sense of
volved in dram a and music while at Colby,
being imbedded in a particular landscape ,
with feature roles in "Jacques Bret ," -"CabaWitte 's poctr y'places abundance and ' ret ," "Godspell ," and '"A Little -Night Music."
fullness, nervousness and novelty side by
Smith has appeare d in several other WRT '
side throug h the richness of his language.
productio ns as well as devoting two summers ,
to Mainsta ge. In ,th e current production she
plays Gwendolen , the young London sophJ ohn Witte was born in ,Albany, New
;
York , and holds degrees from Colby College istocate. *
' , V ." ' - i . • .
and the University of Oregon. In 1976-77
"the
Im
port ance of Being Ernest " will
he was a Writing Fellow at the Provincetowh
play at the Watervi lle Opera House , Nov. 9 \
Fine ' Arts Work Center in Massachusetts. ,
His poems have appeared in Tlie New Yorker, , through 12 at 8 pm, Tickets may be reserved \<<
by calling Mrs.-Betts (872-6048) or may be '- t
77/u Paris Review, and other magazines, this is
purcha sed at the door, '
, ,y .
his first book.
\, . „, '
w.
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DanmTribute To
Doris HuniphiTey
This month Colby will pay homage
to Doris Hump hrey with its own small
festival, beginning with a week long residency of the Pauline Koner Dance Consort
corsponsored by Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin and followed by a month of films.
'

-

•

'

Pauline Koner is a major exponent
of the Humphrey technique via Jose Limon
with whom she was lead dancer from 19461960. While dancing many title roles with
the^imon Company and creating her own
works, she made one of the major contributions to modern dance repertoire in her
long solo The Fare well, a dance tribute to
Doris Humphrey.
During the company's residency, activities here, the Colby audience will have
the unique experience of viewing this work
just recently reconstructed (in part) for
the company. No one other than Ms. Koner has.ever performed it.
To dance enthusiasts Doris Humphrey,

Koner 's predecessor and mentor, is a leg-

as performier, choreographer, teacher, and
theoretician.- "' ; :
-:
Upon founding her school and company with collaborator Charles Weidman,
Humphrey spent considerable time investigating the motor possibilities and limitations of her body, kinetic rhythms, and the
laws which governed action.

end. Of New England ancestry and Middle
West upbringing, she began dancing at'eight
and went on to become one of the great
figures in the development of modern dance
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. Coupled with the apollonian/Diony- .
sian-theory of Nietzsche, she arrived at the
theory that the movement of dance, with
all its inherent dramatic properties , existed
upon that arc with ranged from balance to
u n bal ance, fall to recovery, that between
the motionleissness of perfect balance and :
the destruction implicit: in completely yielding to the pull of gravity lay the. 'arc between two deaths,' the area of movement.
By forsaking set dance vocabularies
and forms and rediscovering fundamental
laws of movement, Doris Humphrey felt
she had found a basic dance which would
not only be universal in appeal, since her
principles applied to "every moving being,
but would enable her to create fresh works
dependent not upon musical forms, traditional steps, and accepted styles, but upon
the laws of movement alone.

Poet Michael Ha rp er *
' Vigorous.... . BrilUa nt"

'" '¦.' - :: ¦-. :; '.i7 ,;7;;:.: ' - ; ,.- , ',; v Z

Mlcluiel
Harper

!

: : 'V, ; -;

Pauline Koner (background) withMarthaCurtis
Michael Harper has been praised as
"a powerful and awe-inspiring poet; yet...also
a poet of peace and faith ," by critic Edwin
Russell., On Mon., Nov. 6, Harper will read
selections from his own work at Colby
in the Robinson Memorial Room in Miller
Library.
Harper was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1938, and moved to Los Angeles in
1951. He went through both high school
and college before writing any poetry. He
wrote plays and short fiction for creative
writing classes, however, worked as a news- .
paper distributor, and in 1961 spent a year
writing fiction and poetry at the University
of Iowa's Writer's Workshop. In the late sixties, he first published his poetry and trav eled to Europe and Mexico, where he found
new sources to draw upon. Here, he also
broadened his own knowledge of diverse
poetries and cultures and began to examine
his own family and racial history, looking
for myths and themes which "would give,
my writing the tradition and context where
I could find my own vioce."
Harper 's poetry is particularly remarkable for its technical dexterity and forceful
•use of language, combined with a close identification with his own personal and racial
history. Says Harper, "My travels irtade me
look closely at the wealth of human materials in rny own life i its ethnic richness, complexity of language and stylization, and the
tension between stated moral idealism and
brutal historical realities."
Harper is currently a professor of English at Brown University. He was the 1976
winner of the Guggenheim award, and has
gained much critical acclaim. Gwendolyn ,
Brooks; who has also read at Colby, proclaims Harper 's poetry "vigorous as well as
brilliant. It has an unafraid strength. " _
Clearly, Harper's work must be considered among the most important currently
being written. It has placed him in the front
ranks of modern American poets.

Dance
Events
The Dance Film Festival will cover
chronologically (but certainly not fully),
major choreographic works of Humphrey,
and hopefully there will be hahd-outs or
someone at the showings to explain briefly what will take place in each film.
Below is a list of times and places ""
for festival activities, arid this writer urges
one and all to partake in this glimpse of
our living heritage, so actively supported
and encouraged by the Cultural Life Committee.
•Nov. 9—8 p.m. Pauline Koner Dance Con\
sort in Concert at Bowdoin
Nov. 10 --10s 30 a.m. Master Class - Pauline
' Koner Co. Dunn Studio, Colby,
8 p.m. Pauline Koner Dance Consort/
mini performance- Strider Theatre
Nov. 13-7 p.m. Films "With My Red Fires"
Lovejoy 215
.
Nov. 20- 7 p.m. film- "Dances Four Pioneers" Lovejoy 215
Nov. 27 - 7 p.m, film - "Day on Entth"
Lovejoy 100 '" **•
Dec. I - 7 pirn, film - "Flickers"
?We will be organizing a car pool or
bus for .all who wish to attend this: performance. Tickets must be bought by November
6th. Please contact Nancy IClumpp, x 59 6
or Frank Wirmusky, x5.62.

-mm

January Graduates - JOBS! Positions
available through the Foundation of Natural
Science for Youth include those of Naturalist, Teachet/Naturalist, Counselors, Curator
of Wildlife Center, Environmental/Cultural
Programs Coordinator , Naturalist/ Director,
Director-rChildren's Outdoor Education.. \
All these available for people with'BA's! '
These are actual openings!
For more information about these
arid other career related programs , stop by
the Career Planning Officejn Lovejoy 110.

BJBtfGg
Attention Seniors:y y ^r 7 :
The absolute deadline for senior picy
tures has been extended to January 12, 1979
This is final; if we don't have your photo by
then; don 't bother. This is not a threat, it's
y
a promise.

January Graduates: the United States
Surgical Corporation is looking for students
to join their Management Information
Systems Training Program. No previous
computer background is required, but they
are looking for strong analytical skills. This
large:corporation provides excellent training
and career advancement opportunities, as y
well as excellent starting salaries.

^ ¦Anyone wlio wants a Sugarloaf season pass should
call
873-1546.
y¦
¦
¦
¦
1
V^ '
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'¦ - • '

' ' '¦. '

Jan Plan rebate forms must be filed
in"Eustis 205 by December 1-^ y
.- ...- y
December 9 is the last day to register.;
for the.Jan Plan or to change Jan Plans. Anyone registering after December 9 will be fined
$5.00 per day; '
'
Z - * - Mr. Randy Salisbury, Chairman of .
the Mathematics Department at Lawrence
Junior High School in Fairfield , Maine, needs
volunteers to assist Junior High School students in learning mathematics in a mathematics laboratory where instruction is provided on a one to one basis between the
hours of 8:00 aim. arid 2:05 p.m. StudentsZ 7
who volunteer ftr this work neeid not be ' ."'
m athematics majors, but the experience
might be of special interest to those who ;
are majoring in the . subject and/or those who
intend to become elementary or secondary
school teachers.Mr. Salisbury would appreciate
your bringing this information to the attention of students at Colby College. Mr. Salisbury may be contacted at 453-2570 between
2:00 and 3:00 p.m. He especially invites the
members of the Colby College math,depart- merit' to visit the math laboratory at a mutually convenient time.
For Sale: One large fur coat, fair condition. Asking $40., will take best offer. Also,
one couch suitable for sleeping on. Contact
Jane Gait - Box 1669 or call 873-1919
evenings. V
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An Emergency Medical Technician ,,
(E:M.T.) course will be offered at the-Watervffle High School, located off Mayflower Hill
Drive, starting Jan..' 19 and continuing until •
May 17. Certification as a National Registry
and State E.M.T. will be possible. For further
information and applications contact Jane
Elmore at ext . 598 or drop a note in box
457. . . . .,V 7 . ' -y . ' 7 V ; '

Advent calendars with a composite
drawing of Colby scenes are available at the ,
college's Museum of Art.
Comissioned by the Friends of Art ,
the work is by artist Anne Kilham of Rock..''' '
port. , y
The numbered windows leading conthe Whitney, Smith and Hurd rooms on secutively to Christmas day show winter activities on cariipus, objects in the museum's
second floor Roberts will be open from
permanent collection;and Colby memorabilia
8:30 a.m . to midnight, Fri. Dec. 8 to Fri.
The principal drawing is a winter scene
Dec 15;The only exception to the time
depicting
Memorial Hall of the old campus,
schedule is Sat. the 9th. when the rooms will
the first college building in the North to
close.at 6:00 p.m. Long tables, chairs and
honor the CivU War dead; Lorimer Chapel,
ashtrays will be set up. As long as the area
the first building on the new Mayflower Hill
is left neat, and the furniture stays in the s
campus; and the Bixler Ait and Music Center.
building the rooms will remain open.
Opening windows' on the appropriate
days reveals such Colby landmarks as the
replica of the Lion of Lucerne, the weatherWant to fly? Enjoy reduced rates in
vane of the sloop "Hero" and the bell cast by
the "college flying club." For information
Paul Revere and Company in 1824.
call: Heart of Maine Aviation, 872-5555
and ask for Jerry, Russ or Harold. ...
"
,Dear P ., D., J., L., M., N., and P.,
Thank you for my birthday party.
Love. S.
Found: Calculator in Lovejoy. Proper
identification to secretary in Lovejoy 320
LOST: One pair of L.LJean 's tan leather
will reunite you with your calculator.
boots, woman's size 6& Call 3 - 6439
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January Han is an excellent time to .
take advantage of the good instruction in
sports in the Physical Education Department.
Since'schedules are more flexible then, most
of you can elect your first choice of activity.
General skating is available Mondays
through Fridays all during January, either '
for Physical Education credit or for an occasional'day of skating. A siudent instructor - _'
will provide instruction on one part of the
rink during ^the,first half hour for those who
wish help. Most days, skating will be from " ,
5:45 to 7:15 p.m. On a few days when hockey
games are scheduled, the class is heldfrom
1:0,0 to 2:30 p,m.
Other popular offerings are gymnastics
for those with experience ,Pre-WSI swim class
(highly recommended for those whose'strokes
are not polished), cross-country skiing around
the campus area (need your own skis), Yoga,
riding and tennis. r
All classes must have a minimum sign up of students or it will be withdrawn.
Official registration is at the Physical
Education office on Monday, Jan. 8 during
regular office hours , 9:00 ¦12:00 and 1:00 4:30. However , if you wish, you may regis- ,
ter before the holidays.

..
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Thursday , Decem b er 7 , 1978
Ori^Sunday, Dec,3, tlie brothers of , Lambda Chi Alpha and the sisters of Chi
Omega joined in the Christmas spirit in
hosting their annual Christmas party for
needy children of Waterville at the Lambda
Chi Alpha house. Eleven children from the
Waterville area Salvation ,Army received-gifts, refreshments and a visit with Santa
Claus, courtesy of Chi Omega and Lambda
Chi Alpha!Richard Sinapi ~ the new presi- _
•dent of Lamda Chi Alpha , said"We look for
ward to this event each year-almost as
much as the kids do. It's a chance to do
something nice for somebody, and it gets
all of us in the Christmas spirit as well."
The "Simon Sez" contest was worthy Har, > .
ry Hadairis of Saco,ME. s
The Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory Test will be given on January 11
*
" .at 2:30.
For Further information, contact.Career
Planning in Lovejoy 110.
The Student Activities Office is attempting to put out a monthly activities
calendar to supplement "Today at Colby"
and "This Week at Colby." The October and
Novefnber calendars disappeared when
placed at the dining halls. We need more input from the sixty or so organizations. We would appreciate a monthly list of your
groups' events. No group is insignificant.
The January Calendar is currently being
pieced together and tlie deadline for entries
is Fri., Dec, 15. Please turn them in to Chris
Noonan or Pat Chasse.
The dates for the 1979 Colby Winter
Carnival~"Mardi Gras" are February 9-11.
Peter Greenberg (Box 587~872-9774Xand
Kevin Schneider, (Box 1356-cxt. 556) are ' .
in charge of the Carnival Committee. They
need your ideas arid help, hvpbordinating
all activities for the weekend we get more
for our money and spread the work to more
hands.Some ideas so far are: a mascarade ball
at Wadsworth for Saturday night, transform
the balcony in the gym into a Bourbon Street,
and I.F.C. casino royale. Pitch in!! Reminder: The Colby Poster Policy
states that "Posting of flyers, posters, notices,
etc., on unauthorized areas is prohibited. Individuals' or organizations in violation of this
policy are subject to fines and/or damage
charges. Authorized areas include cork bul- .,
letin boards, the outdoor bulletin boards, arid
special display devices (such as the
trees'- in Roberts Union). Exceptions to tlie 7
above policy, for specific buildings riiay be
granted for interior display by the supervisor
of that particular building (i.e., head resident,
department chairman; etc.); "Fines ra^
frorri :$5. to7$10; perpps1er'so please let . ¦',/.';- . :¦
your pubhcity people krioiy;;;¦• ; ¦ Z": 7; '' • • ¦'-. . Z .'.' •
Students wishing to have their mail . . , :|
forwarded; oyer Christmas break or i Jan Plari¦;, ;
must make arrangeriients. with' Mx". Orriisby
be ,
in the Post Office ^Newspaper s wttl not ,y<
heldl3#;dimng;b;eak, an d:newspapers :,y y^
and magazines
.away on Jari Plariy ;;y .-'ZZ ::^[ MzZ^i^Z^zZ
Edwin Arlington. Rpbinspri Room: Rare;, n y ' y
b ooks ,with fine bindings. Miller, Library •; v 1^
Mbndayithroiigh £riday>8;30-l % ;1-4:30<; ,y V: "Z
C blby Museum of Art; Selections from the;V'/I .';;¦
Permanent Collection through Dec; 3lv ' sy ; ,y
Monday througli Saturday 10^1;2.14:30^^, i y
Suriday'2^:;30.- ';:.y v yy^
v^^ > ^^
¦
LtowitfrEri&ish Handbell' (BKo lt^n^U^;,^
'aay,:.Nbv^*iit^':30:p.nMri
v
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. it 's the "Goons "!
To the Editor :
What I was trying to say in an article
in the Echo four weeks ago was not that
the Social Life chairman should not he the
Concert Chairman, but that he should not
only be tlie Concert Chairman/Students
sit on their fannies in the library or elsewhere quite a bit, and that's all they do
(I presume) at a concert also. The reason
for Medieval Weekend was to get the
students to somewhat entertain themselves
and each other. I think it's better that way
more fun , less expensive, arid easier on the
ears.
'
-

-

.

'

.

¦

.

The two dances didn't seem to be
such a good idea. Perhaps it was the timing,
the type of band , etc. Anyway, those together cost about $1200, quite a chunk.
Any more dances, anyone? How about a
monstrous formal? Anyone with any kind
of suggestions (capture the flag?) please
stick them in my mail box at the Activities
Office.

Career WatcJi
January Graduates! Wang Laboratories,
Inc. in Lowell, Mass. is looking for Technical Writers. You need a background in Fortran , Cobol, Assembly language, or other
upper level languages. Interested students
should apply now. Volunteers for Educational and Social
Services is a unique organization providing
staff for parishes, schools, and social service agencies. These are live-in arrangements
designed to help Mexican-Americans,
people in prisons, and youth .
During the past 2.1 years, Operations
Crossroads Africa; Inc., a non-profit organization focusing on international developiment
and educational exchange, has sent more
than 5000 volunteers( stu d ents, prof essionals,
and others) to 34.Engl_sh-speaking Und
French-speaking African countries to spend
their summers helping rural village communities. Projects involve: art, oral history, and
archaeology; ethno-musicoldgy; agricultural
development; tutoring; public health and
medicine;journalism arid media development;
and construction of schools, clinics, and needed community facilities.
This unusual experience provides a
brief buf intense immersion in traditional
and modem African life and pushes individuals to re-consider biasic attitudes, stan d ar d s,
and beliefs in relation to" people with contrasting values and life-styles. Moist volunteers
arrange to receive academic credit for their
summ er experience , arid many find that
they are helped into professional careers
in international relations, higher education
and business. •
Persons interested in participating in
Crossroads Summer 1979 Work/Trayel/Study
Program miisf apply within the next month.
Por more information contact Jeff Sauderson
at the Hill Family House, or call x 365.

Coffeehouses were not attended too
well either; there will be fewer next semester. Maybe one every two weeks, or
two every three weeks. Now I'm not
ragging on anyone, I just want everyone
to know why what's happening is happening
It takes about 25 man-hours to run a
coffeehouse , and it's hard to get people to
work week after week when not too many
people show up to enjoy the fruits of
their labor.
Rock and Roll superstars and other
assorted musical goons have jacked up
their prices like there's no tomorrow, so.
it might be tough to swing a spring concert .
Any thoughts, reactions, smirks, heart
attacks, opinions about Little Feat, Elvis
Costello, Larry Coryell and Dave Brubeck Jr.
Eric Burton, Liv Taylor, Aztec Two-Step,
or the Beatles?
In that same Echo of four weeks ago,
I was not trying to sound like the Music .

Boston College is looking for fulltime Resident Assistants for next year. You
must be a graduate student there or a college employee, by September 1979. Interested students must apply before this December 20.
The fund for Theological Education ,
Inc. offers fellowships to students interested
in seminary and church-related careers ;
Pastoral counseling, the ministry, and others
They may even provide funding for students
who are not yet certain of complete seminary training, but who may want"to try
that type of education for one year.

January Graduates! Aetna Life and
Casualty are looking for people who can
start a 6 months training program in February. Two different positions available - Commercial Analyst Trainee (underwriting & eval
uatipn) and Claim Representative Trainee (in
vestigation of claims). Offices all over the
country!
Graduate school? Keep watch for work
shop sessions on financial aid and Fellowships offered by our Financial Aid Office.

Interested in Counseling? The Devereaux Foundation in Philadelphia offers
training.internships in clinical psychology
and in counseling psychology. These are
Pre-prpfessional Internships , designed for
those who want to work in a related field
before going on to graduate school in
psychology or counseling.
Georgia Tech offers large financial
packages for students in Computer Science,
Ma th emat i cs, Engineering, Physics,.or Statistics.Masters degree stipends up/to $3,600;
PhD stipends up to $6,000.

Industry's gift to Colby College-. The problem is that lots of us Social Life goons are
graduating either in January or May, and we
need new blood, fast, to learn the ropes.
It's lots of fun , keeps you off the streets.

costs, and the rest for repairs. This is
being hard-assed, yes, but that's the way it
goes. Private parties for the most part will
suffer no such indignities.

Maine residents - We have ju st received
information about great summer jobs in
Baxter State Park! Everything from trail
crew to guide and information receptionist.

Brown University offers a good program in Teaching. You take one year of
study which includes education courses,
masters level courses in your subject (English ,-Math...), and practice teaching .A good ,
thorough teaching/Masters degree.

Finally, we would like to thank:
Jane Gair (coffeehouse, food), Jim ZendA few more things: Social Life conman and. Mark Cecelski (money, tickets),
trols a few thousand dollars worth of '
Eric E. Ertmsn (Head Roadhouser), Steve
equipment. Any bands out there are welcome Singer (Publicity), David E. Rich (Campus
to use this stuff. Come to us; you can use
Publicity, Pretender to the Throne), Katie
it for just jamming, or it you want, we'll
Pratt (Food), Thomas E. Stratton (Gaffer),
stick ypu in the pub some friday night,
Jane Sexton, Weld Butler , arid Doug Baker
or the coffeehouse. This is probably the only (Sound & Lights), Susan E. Raymond
time you 'll have the opportunity to play
(Secretary), Paul Kuglick (Artwork, Iron
with good P.A. equipment without sinking
Horse), Robert B Lokody (Artw ork), Nick
a lot of money into it, so indulge!
Mencher (Screenplay), Thomas "T-bone"
Wells (Director), Cathy Courtenaye
(Moral Support, Head Wench), Daisy Dore
Along these lines, because of the
(Food) and ESPECIALLY all you assorted
misuse of this equipment and our personnel
this past semester, there will be a new poli cy roadies, coffeehouse goons, drivers, guards,
and others who make the things work. Special
starting in January. A fee of $75 will be
thanks to Pecos Lee.
requiredjn advance for the use of this
Gerrit E. White
equipment (amp, mixer, speakers) at all
Rob Lenk
fraternity parties. $25 will go to the
person running the stuff , $5 for moving
Co-Social life Head Goons

Graduate Fellowships in Canadian
Studies are offered for students interested
in careers in political science, and who are
intersted in applying-the study to Cariadian
Affairs. The program is offered through the
University of Rochester.
January Graduates: Armstrong Cork
Company (flooring, etc.) is looking for
candidates for a training program to begin
January 8. Benefits of working for Armstrong: Classroom training, district offices
throughout the country, good starting salary, business expenses paid , comapny car
provided. They are looking for people in
marketing and sales.
< The University,of Hawaii has 40 positions available for participation in EastWest Institute research and development
projects. Earn a Masters of Doctoral degree
while, studying in the following research
areas: Environmental impact of economic
and social policies; population growth , distribution, and change; modem communication links within and between nations ,'
cross-cultural interaction; arid equitable
accessed energy, raw materials,and food
resources. :
The Smithsonian Institution has terrific research programs offered in Biological
Sciences, The . History of Art,'Anthropology
Ear th/Sciences, Cultural History, and the
History of Technology and Science. These
pr,pgrams;arc designed for Graduate students who would like to conduct research
;
'
and study projects.
-

Tlie next Stong-Campbell Interest
Test date is Ja nuary 11 . If you are interested
in taking this exam , contact Kathy in
Career Planning.
Michigan State University is offering
doctoral fellowships for minority students
in all areas of study. Awards of $6,000 for
each of three years are available.
Educational programs in Inteicultural
Human Relations are available through the
Lisle Fellowship programs. The programs
include Jan plans, summer programs, and
full years of study. These programs may even
even be taken for credit .
The University of Denver College of
Law offers a unique program in Judicial
Administration. This is a one year graduate program with courses such as Operatiorial Aspects of Courts Management, Administration of Federal Courts, Data Automation in the Courts, Civil Litigaton, and .
other.law/administration courses. Tliis is
an excellent opportunity for those interested in administration and law, with many
job opportunities. . ;
Tlie Shady Hill School in Cambridge ,
Mass. offers a unique program, in teacher
education. Through courses with Tufts
University,and Lesley College arid one
full year of practice teaching, st u d ents
may be ' certified with a masters in secondary
'• or elementary education. This prograni
•stresses the practical experience.
'; LSAT .candidates, and juniors who v
will take .t]ie;LSAt tlds coming spring, may
be interested in a Preparation Course offered
by. Adelplii .Uriiversity during January and
several weekends 'during the spring;
'.¦; \y,A tarecrs in Broadcasting Conference
will be held on December 9 at UNH. Sponsored by American Woriien in Radio and
Television .thb program is designed to answer your questions about careers in broadcasting. -Tills would be a perfect place to
make professional contacts. The Conference
is titled ,"Evoryth ing You Wanted To Know
About Careers in Broadcasting, But Didn't
Know Who to Ask."
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> by -Nancy Bodwell
Women 's Weekend is beginningtonight. .fieldhouse parking lot {inside the fieldhouse
For those of you who remember Women 's
if . it 's raining -or snowing) . Plea se don't
Week last year , this is a slightly compacted
bring your car - there will be some available .
version , with no inherent theme other than . tp work on. The afterno on is devoted to
to hatfe a time set aside for events specifiwomen 's health. At 1:00 p.m.; a film on
cally of interest to women. It is a hodgepod ge women's health will be shown, and at 1:30
affair , but thisi is almost a. necessity when one
to 5 -.30 there will be three sets of -work.consider sthe differen t areas that could be - '¦ ; shops held : "Kn ow your Body," conducted
.explore d concernin g women.
. by Health -Rite, a women's health collective;
In plannin ga "time for women" such
"Re laxation arid Exercise for Menstrual
.as this, there is one nagging question that
Cramps: An Alternative to Midol ," conseemingly wants to be asked- are men not
ducted by Jane Schwartz and Lillian
•M cMullirr , and a Self-Defense Workshop,
expected to partici pate, would they be welconducted by Barb Neal; Saturday evening
come, etc? In answer to this , there are sev;an informa l presentation by Barbara Pearson
eral events which are for women only (the
(from UMO) will be concerned with .
Sf*^**Worksh op, the Menstru al Relaxa tion "Women
's Mental Hea lth: Is Conformity
Worksho p, and the women's Ra ce), and it:
There will also be another showSanit
y?"
*is preferred that only women come tolthe
ing ot Turn ing Point ? ax 9:30.
Mechanics Worksho p. The rest of die events
Sunda y is the Big Day at the Race , with
are not exclusive to women, but as has been
registration for the Women s Challenge Race
said, have been direct ed towards specific ;
iiMut$-& of Women; interested men are
(3 miles)* from 10:00-10-30 a;.m. at the
• .-- .
welcome.
fieldhouse. The r ace b egins at 11:00 a.m.
The weekend begins toni ght with
and all finishers (no matter if running or
crawling) will receive Women 's Weekend
Women's Night in the Spa. Colby Women
wifl- be performing beginning at 8 p.m. and
T-shirts. : The drawing for the
¦ Abortion fund
raffle
will
also
be
held.
thfye Will he a ¦discount
on
beer
and
wine
for
¦
everyone.
Sports events are scheduled for the
„ - ... . "
¦
4n p.m.
Events on Fnday begin at 2:30
aft emoon. At 1:30 there will be softb all and
with a series of Career Workshops conducted
soccer equipment available on Roberts lawnby Pat ffickson (see schedule for all specific
fdr all of you who have energy left. The '
skill
times and places). These are to include
racquetball tournament finals will be held ,
identification , how to get the most out of
as well as a synchronized swimmin gdemonbieing at Colby (summer jobs , int ernships,
stration and workshop ^ At 6:30 , Miri am Patand Jan Plans), resume and interview tech- v
terson '79 will give an informal talk on
Aiques, including questions which can and
"Women
fn Art: A Social History " and at
can 't be asked , problems of assertiveness v.
8:00 , slide tapes produced by Colby Women
aggressiveness , and myths about die world
will be shown , and-there will be a windof work. Friday evening there will be a poedown gath ering to talk about the weekend.
try reading in . the museum by Colby w omen ,
We hope that Coby women take ad'
and the Turning Point , * with Anne Banvantage of this weekend as a special time ,
croft , Shirley RtecLaine , and Baryshnikov will
and as an opportunity which does not occur
be shown (co-sponsored by Stu-A).
oft en enoug h.
On Saturday at 9:00 aim. a dance
Learn ab out yourselves and cars , run
Workshop will be conducted by the Colby
as
fast
as you can , and enjoy: "
' fen ce troup e. Next, there will be a Women's
Brisk Auto Mechanics Work shop held in the
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Last year s competition

The BxiceLsWiil
b y Sue Erb
x Do winter s lingering threats depress
you? Tired of artic dress and a continual
ru nny nose? Wish you had been misplaced by
by your friends during spring break? Fight
ba ck! Deny Cold arid start running again.
Women have all the more reason .to emerge
out df Miller Library hibernation. The Second
Annual Colby Women 's Race will be held .
April 22 at 11:00.
Registra tion is from 10 to 10:30 at
the fieldhouse , a fee of $1.00 will help cover
the cost of t-shirts. Prizes will be awarded to
top finish ers. , ZZZ:Z The course will be a repeat '- "oi last
year 's; counterclockwise around the loop,
so competitors will run down Thayer

Hill first. Sponsored by the Colby Women 's
Group as. part of .Women 's Weekend ,^ the v w•
emphasis is on parricipatiori; not
competition. Over 80 women ran last : y
year.
. ' ^ZZ- , '-:¦'/ ' Z Z 'Z . -: ~
: Sara Crisp , last year 's first place ; ' .
finish er . is in France this year , but: '.. -•
most of the "other top finish¦ ers will ; 7
be on hand.
• . ,." .
.
, "" . Last year 's test place "winner ,"y:
Susan Whailen, will be running. Her - '
advice is "Don 't let the race be your
•first day of traini ng. "
Questions? Contact Barb Neal
x540 or CatieHbbson j x442. :

Sched ule Of Eveiits ;
*>
8:00 Women 's Night in the Spa
*
Friday, April 20th
2:30-3:00 Careers Workshop, 2nd Floor Rober t s, Intro , to the Professions
3:00-3:30 J ob Skills .
3:3 0-4:00 Colby years planning
4:00-4: 30 Resumes and cover letters
4:30-5:00 Interviews: Assertiveness v. aggressiveness
* 5 -.00-5:30 Where to Star t Q, & A
7:30-9:00 Poetr y Reading, Museum
* 7:30-9:00 Turning P oint (film), L100.
< Saturday, April 21st
9-.0O-10-.3O a.m. Dance Workshop,
I
10(30-12:00 Women 's Basic Auto Mech%
anics Workshop, Fieldhouse parking
,
lot or Fieldhouse
1:00-l :30 p.m. Health Care from our
End of the Speculum (film) 2nd floor
^
^
1:30-2:45 Health-Rite Workshop, Robins Room , Rober ts (for women only)
2:45-4: 00 Menstrual Relaxation Workshop (for women only), Smit h Room ,
Rober ts
Self-Defense Workshop, Robins Room , Rober ts
4:00-5:15 Health-R ite Workshop, Robi ns Room , Rober ts (for women only)
Self-Defense Workshop , Smith Room , Rober ts . ,
7:00-9:00 Women's Mental Health! Is Conformit y Sanity ? Smith Lounge ,

Thursday , April 19th

Runnals

* 9:30 Turning Point (film), L1 00
,
Sunday, April 22nd
10 ( 00-10:30 a.m. Registration for race , Fieldhouse
11 iOO Women 's Challenge Race , Fieldh ouse (for women only )'
1:30 p.m. Sports , Rober ts Lawn
>
¦
2:30 Ra quetball Tournament Finals
> '
3i00 Synchronized Swimming presentation and worksho p '¦ , ,
->
6:30 ' *Wo;nen in Arts A. Social History," Miria m Patterson , 79, Robins Room:
,
, '. .
.
Rober ts
\
- 8:00 Aide Tapes by Colby Women , Robins Room , Rober ts'
¦
,
\\
!
Wind-Down Gathering, Robins Room , Rob er ts , ». . ,\ . . , ."
• $1.00 admission charge
* '
,
» *.
' .
>

\

Students Assaulted
in Locker Room
by Liz Shackford
A male assailant has been arrested
and arraigned in District Court, charged ' ""in connection with an alleged assault incident involving a Colby woman, last Tuesday.
According to Dean of Students Earl
Smith, the man entered the women's locker
room in the fieldhouse at approximately
10 a.m. Tuesday morning. Within about
fifteen minutes he accosted two women
art'd'assaulted another Wore being apprehended and subsequently arrested.
• The assailant was apprehended when
one of the girl's cries'for help were heard
by two coaches in the building. According to Teff Gordon , the coaches "assisted
his exit from the Fieldhouse where he
was apprehended and arrested " by Gordon
and the Waterville pouce. Later that day
he was arraigned, charged with "assault,
terrorizing and public indecency," and
released"on bond.
Smith described the injuries, allegedly incurred in the assault, as ''minor." _
He went on to say that while there had
been previous reports of "peeping-tom
type' incidents, this was the nrst report
of assault in the women's locker room
j
that he could remember.
When asked what was being done to
prevent this type of thing from happening
again , Gordon said "steps and measures "
were being taken, b ut wouldn 't specify as
to the exact nature of the precautions.
At present no full-time security personnel
are assigned t o the building/ and Gordon '

has no immediate ^ptens to alterthe situation as part of tlie measures being.taken.
He did say,'however, that one' possibility
might be to: mike- increased use of the Stu
dent Marshall force: ("Night Crawlers").
This^program; instituted Iast Febiniary,
Seated a force of students to act"as monitors and aid^security efforts. '-. '• '' ;
;
as
Z Established primarUy to^act a
y
"fire-watch',' force, Gordon suggested,
The '
their responsibilities may be expandedy:
,i
det^ence^wortu
to ih&udeyriore
^
studeht n^f shalls haveno police power, J
but serve primarily to relay information
to. Security.-' - ' y y
At the present.time only three of
four students airei participating, only one
of whom is a woman. Gordon said he d
like to see another dozen join the force.
He said, "The jbh encompasses everyone,
including firiantiateiid students and could
potehtiaUy become full-time, summer em¦ ¦f f Z ^Z-'Z,¦'¦" ;.' "
ployment;'' :.; ;;pyy -f ,v- - ,-.\
;.-; r ? He suggested tiiatstudent rnars^
could possibly be stationed in locker rooms
and restrooms to provide a deterrence
force . But,M betore that could-be consiqer-;
¦e'd, more women woiud have to Re hired, •
b ecause only they could staff the women's
.facilities.;:-,',y.|:;,,.;..y. , ;:.;y .-;. , '.. Z. .; ,:'^-- . . . j

the Women 's Weekend f oot race gets underway

Bither Will Retire

- Gordon was impr essed with the;im-mediate action taken by the coaches ; He
expressed his appreciati on of the "co-operation received from people in the . biiildirig who werei hot officially connected ¦
with'security j*' but offered assistance.! ;
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- .' -, In 1977, Sav wrote and appeared hi
"The Trials ' arid Tribulations of Rub y Slippers'/ya soap opera for 'public television. .
' ; Say is^ a;; pas^ Stu-A Cultural Life
Chairperson '; arid , iri;1976 , was awarded ' :r
mbst pro-:
the Lclia ' M( Fbrster Prize forthe
raising fresh man- ;;> y -ZZ]'i ' -f : : ~)y :-: J >ZZ 'Z - '
He!is alsb laipwri as "Mick , lead sing
er of "Mick arid the Malignants . '!Colby 's:
'
y
first New.Waye bairid ; •' 'Z .)-; ¦>f, .:'-. ' Z ZZ
:
y; Sav is yeiry secretive about the topic;,
of his 'speech, '^ait arid see;'- he said ; "I •; '
ani going to surprise ,you. all."{z4 '' 7 " .' ; ' ¦ £.'¦,':' '.

Class speaker for J une 's commence- "
ment exierd scs will be Sav Zeinbillas, electr
ed ;by;'rne^ers ''bf t)he;se
y; >;(y §av ,(ari; En ^
or , is best known at Colb yT fbr his work ing
the theatre. ' He has had riiajbrroles in (pro- \
ductioriirdf "Thb 'Glass 'Mena j ^
Christ Sup>ittar .'W?OtheU6 ^
in the;Pa fe<War rivAri ^^^
SeagiilL" In addition '; he directed 'David 'f' ^ ''"
Rabes "Sticld 'arida?^
(Bori&i "fari ^
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special cflfort (will lie riiade to^clean upJ
^'^¦•-¦''^'^ft^Sl '^
,,
sori;Pbrid (arid siirrbu ndiri g areiis ^
y; ,
; -C'^-^^It 'sfii^f iiwek^
•
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'^
been^waitirig foriiAcharicc dp.something ;
trees
^y^
f
Icrob ap^le

.'.- • ' :¦:¦ 7 Marjorie D. Bither , a leader in the
movement to gain parit y for women's sports ,
is retiring at the conclusion of the academic
year after 27 years of teaching at Colby.
• The professor of physical education
;
helped found the Maine Association Pf
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women , which
has been the coordinating body for women's
sports since 1967. Prof. Bither was chairman of MAIAW'S steering committeie and
served as its first president. 5 Her leadership placed Colby among
charter members bi the Association of Intercollegiiate Athletics for Women . The nattional organization has grown to include
more than 900 colleges and universities.
From 1968 to 1970; she served as ¦
presid ent of the Maine Association for, • ¦. ' ,¦;- . .
Health; Physical Education and Recr eat- i
ion, which present ed her an award in 1970
for "dedicated efforts to pro mote and imwomen's sports programs at the¦ col' prove
lege" level." 1 - Z ^- - ^ .i/y, . .; . '^Z - ' ^Zr:- ¦- ¦ ¦¦ - <r-Z
Prof. Bither joined the Colby Faculty as instructor in 1936 after graduation
from Simmons College and the Bouve Boston School of Physical Education; later .
earning a muster 's degree from¦ Columbia
University ; 7 : - - , '- :: ' - yZ ¦' . ' ' ¦::¦ ' ¦ '' " ' - ' . -¦

- ' ;,> ¦ • '' ¦ ':y "' " ^ ^ - ; ;' ' .x . ' v w ;¦' ,-, ¦• :' •; ' , ,; y. '¦- ' ¦ ' v,

' ;¦ . :¦• Many trees are also to be located around
the academic and administration buildings.- Stu
derits iri th ^New Dorms and - Foss-Woodman
i^ (as well , as other dor m s and-frateirriitiies that
abbiit' the1 way bur Hmpu s look's. ,Not jiist f ' % ing ' Ofi40Smflll; flbwcririg
;
have few tree s to plant) arc asked to come.over
? at, various lbcatlbris
tdday{ br ffbr cb^ehceiT lerit
^^-^
^
pf (trees ,.arid
; (and , give a hand to the facult y (arid adminis- ;
1
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ftr atbrs ^ who wlll be out doing their part to
rnade ,by(Garoi ^hnspri ,:C^
:'' ' - 'i y;:Iiv,lTibute tb ;Plrcsldenf :itbbett!E
ZZZ :.- , (r .((; .ZZ ' ';
vJ, beauti fy,, ;the.ciirnpu ^
Strid ierl we;hereb ydeclare theMate bf ^April ^i; J y a^tecfyw th ^
'
'^y
^
(bf
!
;'28 ;;l97? StiHaw ;Diy brilt ^^
r- WuiM: '
'^kirid pfbblemsili kel^
j, when the wbrlc^
is done. At ribori , ther e y i
campus and dedicate our efforts to the beau- ' ; 'brt a college caihpus ;;Her chdces w«e cbri
the
tification of the campus tha t h« has taken W t ; ;, j firmed by- Dr? Pirmoge
jof our Biology dept. kwiU be a picnic; cookbut beli .rid' J Rbberts ZZ ' -Z
l(i ;i Uhion. >Thc iifterrioon will featur ^fug<>fH ; ;^i
such an actlve part in developing into what'J' ^;. :^:Much :of
clea
^ti^'td ^y?^w;^w®
I '- iwill be centered airbund'lfvin ij units: The peo- '^•waw between thc ;clasiies,(that 's j fro ^ 'i r(:1 juniors arid seriibrs-hbt the Bour^ • ; ': iv
ple inHHosfe bulldlh i^ y
;,^^!.:jT |ir& ^
Z.
sbpK.i
^r
Z I jfceois dnd Prblctaifiat )' across the corrierbf !' »: n (
to two parts ; One involves
the general pick^ r • 't- -fetichiate;ii ^he^ei.hu]p^^
iirbtiria ^^
(
:
j fe ahd iiiith e plaiitirig of whate
i
i
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She progressed to assistant professor
of physical education in 1959, to associate
professor and director of women's physical
education " program in 1965, to her present
post as coordinator of men's arid women's
physical education since 1973.¦ She was appointed professor in 1976. '" •¦ -, .;. . . . ¦ '• . '¦ " ' Though Prof. Bither temporaril y left
the full-time teaching in 1941 to raise her
two sons, she continued her community
involvement as president of the Colby chapter of the American Association of University Women , as president of the Wat erville airea Girl Scouts , and as part time instructor at Colby.
Prof Bither lias been in the forefront
of seeing Colby athletics for women progress
from offerin g one intercollegiate sporty skiing, in 1954 to the present 13 varsity-jevel
sports , compared to 14 for men.
She believes the formation of the :
AIAW and passage of Title IX legislatoibn
were key factors , ''without Title IX," she
notes , 'it would have take n decades to accomplish what we have. We would still be
playing without uniforms and we would
still be completely
unrecog nized by the
¦ ¦med¦
ia." , -. . ' , ¦. -, .: " ." . . "" - :-:. ' ¦>¦<./ ¦ ¦„, - , - ¦ . -' •' >= • . . . ¦ .
Speaking as coordinator of the physical
education program at Colb y, Prof. Bither
says, "I think the reasons for our success
are that the athletic faculty has been so,,.. - '-.
cooperative , that we have continual stu- dent input , and that we have remained flex- .
ible.. I firmly believe that there is some act?
ivity that is of interest to every single stu- : . ' - ¦
den t',V ., :.: '.y- "^:.!.j . - .
. ';;.;•, ^u ' ¦
y : The educator is especially concern;
ed with teachin g lifetime sports to thestxi-v
dent of average atlieltic ability . "W e should not lose siidit oftihe averoec student ,,even ;
th ough the trend is toward jsports and coaching, hbtj>hysical education and teaching. H
ProfV Bither has coached at variety of:
sports , but she is best knbwntor her wbm.cn s tennis teams, which have won the state
champ ionshi p five times in the past eight
^ears/arid haVe given their coach a 69-26-4 >
.re cord ^S?^^ ^
i';; ,Prbf.' Bither has been granted sabbatical leaves to jsurvey physical educatio n -in ?¦
Great Britain , and to compare programs at : :
liberal arts colleges throughout the U.S. i 'QZ
¦'¦ ' '• ¦ v (' j ' "
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